
Domination 201 

Chapter 201: Tetra-War Bronze Chariot (1) 

The shocked crowd took a deep breath at the sight of Li Qiye using his body to block the saber. Who 

would dare to use their own flesh to block a treasure saber? Li Qiye didn’t try to escape and actually 

hammered the saber. Such crazy valiance despite his injury! 

“Hand me the sword!” Li Qiye roared. 

At this time, Li Shuangyan was busy trapping Dao Child Sheng Tian within her sword formation. After 

hearing Li Qiye’s words, she unhesitatingly turned the Six Dao Sword into a bright light which instantly 

flew into Li Qiye’s hand. 

“Kill--” Dao Child Sheng Tian — like a ferocious tiger escaping its cage — became even more fierce. With 

a loud “boom”, his blood energy soared to the sky as his four Fate Palaces coalesced above his head, 

creating an endless boundary. 

“Li Shuangyan, accept your death!” After arranging his four Fate Palaces into a boundary, he further 

condensed it into one location! 

“Heavenly Noble...” Numerous people cried out after seeing the domain formed by the four Fate Palaces 

while others took in deep breaths. Even Young King Nantian and Jewel Pillar Saint Child became serious 

as they gazed towards Dao Child Sheng Tian! 

From low to high, the realms for cultivators were in this order: Palace Foundation, Palace Expansion, 

Physique Accumulation, Provisional Palace, Inner Longevity, Heaven’s Mandate, Warrior Canopy, 

Purified Rebirth, Heaven’s Primal, Soul Creation, Mysterious Fate... 

Amongst these realms, Soul Creation cultivators could be bestowed the title of “Named Hero” and 

Mysterious Fate cultivators could be bestowed the title of “Royal Noble”! 

Royal Nobles also had four different levels. From low to high, they are in the following order: New 

Noble, King Noble, Rebelling Noble, and Fate Destroying Noble! 

Once Fate Destroying Nobles reached grand accomplishment, they could step into the Enlightened Being 

realm. However, this Royal Noble realm was the second time when cultivators could open new Fate 

Palaces. 

At the Provisional Palace realm, cultivators would have two Fate Palaces. Royal Noble was the second 

opening period, and New Nobles at grand accomplishment would have their third Fate Palace. 

However, above even this level, if a cultivator possessed extraordinary wisdom or frightening talent, 

then this person could open a fourth Fate Palace. 

It was an incredible matter to open the fourth Fate Palace, and that person would escape the four levels 

of Royal Nobles. Once it was opened, then it wouldn’t matter whether the person’s cultivation was at 

the New Noble, King Noble, Rebelling Noble, or Fate Destroying Noble level! They would be called a 

Heavenly Noble regardless. 



Only Royal Nobles with four Fate Palaces could be called Heavenly Noble! Moreover, they were 

extremely terrifying since four Fate Palaces were able to form a domain. Once trapped inside the 

domain formed by the four Palaces, the opponent would be suppressed by its absolute power. 

After being humiliated by Li Qiye last time, Dao Child Sheng Tian became even more courageous and 

emotional as he stepped forward to open the fourth Fate Palace. Four Fate Palaces transforming into a 

domain to achieve the Heavenly Noble title at last! Even a Fate Destroying Noble would lose their colors 

after hearing about this accomplishment. 

At this time, Dao Child Sheng Tian had escaped the formation so he did not hold anything back. He 

unleashed his endless domain towards Li Shuangyan! 

How could people not be amazed at the sight of a Four Palaces Heavenly Noble! This was the genius of a 

generation; Dao Child Sheng Tian, with his amazing Saint Fate aptitude, achieving Heavenly Noble was 

shockingly outside of everyone’s expectations. 

Right when the four palaces domain swept towards Li Shuangyan, everyone lost their colors and 

assumed that Li Shuangyan’s fate was sealed! 

“Boom!” But with a bang, the four palaces domain immediately exploded with crack after crack 

appearing. Suddenly, the celestials shifted as five Fate Palaces reached the heavens, shattering the four 

palaces domain. 

“Grand Dao Noble...” Seeing the five Fate Palaces, everyone became overwhelmed with horror as their 

faces went pale. Needless to mention Royal Nobles and Enlightened Beings, even previous generation 

Ancient Saints were dumbstruck, including a Heaven Restoration Saint like Qing Xuan Yuanhe. 

Qing Xuan Yuanhe lived during the Difficult Dao Era with transcending talents. However, even when he 

was younger, he had only obtained four Fate Palaces. It wasn’t until when he became an Ancient Saint 

that he opened his fifth to become a generational Heaven Restoration Saint! 

However, Li Shuangyan was still so young yet she was able to open five Fate Palaces. Qing Xuan Yuanhe, 

a person who could flip over rivers and boil the ocean itself was appalled. Such a genius would 

absolutely massacre Enlightened Beings and decapitate Ancient Saints in the future! 

At this time, what else could anyone do but be in awe at Li Shuangyan’s achievement? Even geniuses 

like Dao Child Bao Zhu, Young King Nantian, and even Bai Jianzhen, the descendant of the Sword God 

Sacred Ground couldn’t help but be in awe! 

Four palaces to form a domain, eight palaces to form a kingdom, twelve palaces to form the heavens! A 

greater number of Fate Palaces indicated greater strength with boundless majestic life energy as the 

True Fate controlled the grand dao. 

Five palaces Royal Nobles were referred to as Grand Dao Nobles, and they were even more powerful 

than Heavenly Nobles. These two levels exceeded the limitation of the Royal Noble realm, and a Grand 

Dao Noble could even kill an Enlightened Being in battle. Likewise, a grand accomplishment Grand Dao 

Noble could even challenge Ancient Saints! 

How could people not turn pale after witnessing such a terrifying existence!? 



“Boom!” Dao Child Sheng Tian’s four palaces domain collapsed completely. Even though Heavenly 

Nobles were powerful, but when they met a Grand Dao Noble, they could only be suppressed. A four 

palaces domain could not compete against a five palaces domain! 

After his domain fell, the absolute domain of Li Shuangyan, like a millstone, knocked Dao Child Sheng 

Tian flying away on the spot as he spurted out fresh blood. 

“If we were to compare talents, you are not even close!” Li Shuangyan exclaimed with her cold eyes 

exuding an overbearing arrogance and a suppressive aura. She was just like a goddess descending from 

the heavens, eliciting love and awe from spectators. 

Everyone gasped at the sight of a Grand Dao Noble! However, thinking about it more carefully, this was 

rather reasonable. Li Shuangyan was a Saint Fate, King Physique, and King Wheel. Even though Dao Child 

Sheng Tian was also a Saint Fate, he was not comparable to Li Shuangyan. 

In recent years, Dao Child Sheng Tian was renowned in the Grand Middle Territory only because Li 

Shuangyan had always kept a low profile. Especially after following Li Qiye, she appeared even more 

seldom than before. Otherwise, his fame wouldn’t necessarily be as great as hers! 

This monstrous domination left unconvinced people with no options but to be convinced. A five palaces 

Royal Noble — Grand Dao Noble! This qualified her to be domineering no matter where she went! 

Dao Child Sheng Tian’s face was reddened from anger. His great achievement of Heavenly Noble was 

enough for him to be proud, but he didn’t think that Li Shuangyan, who was also a Saint Fate, would 

completely dominate him by being a Grand Dao Royal Noble. 

*** 

“Treasure, open!” Jikong Jian once again shouted right when Li Shuangyan knocked Dao Child flying 

away. Since his flying saber injured Li Qiye, he had the opportunity to recuperate and, with his roar, all 

of his blood energy went into the godly saber treasure box behind his back! 

“Om--” A bang sounded as the godly saber treasure box of Jikong Jian exuded a light as a shadow 

emerged from it with its one eye closed. However, in just an instant, the solitary eye opened, releasing a 

light like a godly saber. This one light slashed forward just like a godly saber that cut through time itself 

with a tyrannical velocity. 

A blade that frightened the heart, a blade with such extreme speed that it startled everyone. This godly 

saber treasure chest was absolutely an item from immemorial times! 

“Only a Solitary Gaze Divine Saber, nothing more!” Li Qiye laughed loudly, then he raised the Six Dao 

Sword in his hand up into the sky and unleashed a Six Dao Slash: “First sword of three, Void Emotion 

Sword!” 

This emotionless sword was unblemished in the sky! It’s extreme purity symbolized righteousness. The 

heaven and earth possessed Yin and Yang, and Yang was the proper path. First sword of three, Void 

Emotion Sword! 

There were three techniques Li Qiye learned from the Six Dao Sword, and the three moves were 

Heaven, Earth, and Mortal! Before the heavens could show any emotions, the seas would run dry and 



the stones would become soft. [1. This line is saying that it would be an eternity before the heavens gain 

emotions/mercy.] 

Cultivation was a path void of emotions and the heavens was even more heartless. With this 

emotionless sword slashing down with boundless majesty, it was not a second-rate murderous dao filled 

with vicious cruelty, it was the pure dao that was void of emotions. 

Under this sword that encompassed the sentience of the heavens with emotionless righteousness... 

“Boom!” This sword froze the sky and split the earth. Another terrifying thing happened as Li Qiye’s Kun 

Peng rushed out of his Fate Palace while using its Dark Space Transformation to allow Li Qiye’s sword to 

reach a speed that was capable of cutting time itself. 

This sword was void of any emotions and slashed away any concept of time; however, this was not the 

most frightening phenomenon. Li Qiye’s Hell Suppressing Godly Physique erupted with a power that 

suppressed all existences... Even the gods and devils! 

Using the Hell Suppressing Godly Physique to unleash one slash of the heavenly dao was truly horrifying. 

The void was cut open and strange phenomena began to appear. This one sword was not only powerful 

since it struck out with the speed of a Kun Peng, but it also carried the supreme immortal power of 

immeasurable weight! The nether collapsed and there were countless chaotic gaps in the sky as time 

and space was broken into nothingness. 

Everyone present felt dismay while witnessing this sword. It was truly tyrannical; even the Sword God 

Sacred Ground’s descendant, Bai Jianzhen, who used the sword to become invincible, also lost her 

colors. She had travelled very far on the path of the sword, but seeing this sword of Li Qiye, she was also 

appalled! This sword already had the style of an Emperor’s sword! 

“Bang!” 

Even the godly light of the flying saber could not hinder this sword as it was split apart! Li Qiye’s sword 

did not deviate from it’s path as it kept on slashing towards the one-eyed giant. 

The single eye of the giant immediately emanated a blinding brilliance after it saw this sword, and the 

brilliance turned into a supreme sword dao as sword hymns filled the air. In an instant, inside Ancient 

Sky City, the swords of all the cultivators were singing hymns in resonance. 

Such a phenomenon surprised everyone. This treasure was truly great. This even caused a Royal Noble 

to murmur: “I’m afraid this has to be a treasure of the gods!” 

“Just one ray like before, yet you still dare to be arrogant in front of your father. However, this solitary 

eye is almost worthy!” Li Qiye shouted. The Six Dao Sword still hovered above him, absorbing all Yin and 

Yang from the sun and turning it into the utmost pinnacle of all Yang energy in this world. This one 

sword combined with the heaven and earth’s Yang power along with all existences’ righteousness 

caused the heavenly sword of Li Qiye to become tyrannically invincible. 

This sword was the most extreme of Yang, and the technique was supremely righteous. These two 

combined into the most powerful stoic sword. The majesty of the grand dao and the aura of Emperors 

would not be any more amazing than this. 



“Bang!” Even the sword dao created by the eye could not stop this slash from the Six Dao Sword! It 

shattered the sword dao and cut through the one-eyed giant; many cracking noises ensued. Even 

though the godly saber treasure box of Jikong Jian had an amazing origin, it was far too lacking 

compared to the Six Dao Sword! 

Chapter 202: Tetra-War Bronze Chariot (2) 

Jikong Jian’s blood violently sprayed everywhere. Li Qiye’s sword chopped the treasure box fueled by 

Jikong Jian’s blood energy, thus he suffered as well while his body flew outside, carrying its broken 

bones. 

“Zhang...” The Six Dao Sword flew out and a loud scream resounded as Jikong Jian was pinned in the sky 

by the sword; his blood painted the sky itself! 

“Ah...” At the same time, Niu Fen also rampaged through the battlefield without hiding his strength as 

his tentacles swept across and devoured hundreds of Heavenly God Sect experts. His hand also 

stretched across the air and ripped apart Wan Shengjian’s hand from his body. 

This scene shocked many people for Wan Shengjian was a Grand Saint at grand accomplishment with 

one foot into the Heavenly Sovereign realm! One has to know that without Heavenly Kings, Heavenly 

Sovereigns could rule over all existences! But at this moment, he was being ripped apart by this snail! 

With Jikong Jian nailed to the sky by Li Qiye’s one sword, everyone drew a cold breath as they glanced at 

the person next to them. This guy had not reached the Royal Noble realm and was not even a Royal 

Noble, so why was he so perplexingly powerful like this? 

At this time, the eyes of young geniuses, such as Young King Nantian, Jewel Pillar Saint Child, and even 

Bai Jianzhen, shimmered. It was not strange for Li Shuangyan to be unrivaled as a genius, but everyone 

knew Li Qiye was a Mortal Fate, Mortal Physique, and Mortal Wheel! 

Jewel Pillar Saint Child’s deep eyes hid his emotions, but his heart was shivering. He knew Li Qiye’s 

Physique was amazing and he suspected that Li Qiye was cultivating an Immortal Physique. However, he 

was not so sure about it. But if this was the truth, then it would be a great threat to him! 

As for Young King Nantian, his eyes coldly glinted while carrying a solemn expression. His cousin, 

Nantian Hao, died to the hands of Li Qiye! His murderous intent became even stronger today after 

seeing Li Qiye; Li Qiye would surely be a great enemy to him if Li Qiye didn’t get nipped as a bud. 

As for Bai Jianzhen, the descendant of the Sword God Sacred Ground, her sword intent was surging all 

the way to the sky. When it came to the sword, the sacred ground had always been number one. 

However, after seeing Li Qiye’s slash, she was excited to try as well. 

Li Qiye strided forward and looked at the pinned Jikong Jian in the sky and spoke in an unruffled 

manner: “You only had one Emperor’s Possession and one godly saber, yet you still dared to be 

arrogant! Bring an Emperor’s weapon here if you want to play with me! Without an Emperor’s weapon, 

you are bringing about your own destruction!” 

“Kid, I am a Space Trample Mountain disciple! If you dare to even touch a hair of mine, we will surely 

destroy your Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect!” Being nailed in the sky with his blood staining the horizon, 

Jikong Jian’s life was hanging on a thread. However, he still sternly shouted. 



“Space Trample Mountain?” Li Qiye smiled and stomped down, resulting in a scream along with the 

cracking sounds of broken bones, sending chills to all the listeners. 

“Stop...!” Qing Xuan Yuanhe finally couldn’t idly sit by any longer and lightly shouted. The chariot’s 

refined jades lit up and the chariot immediately flew forward! 

By this time, the battlefield was not looking good as cries and shrieks resounded everywhere. The Nine 

Saint Demon Gate had begun to reverse its losing swing, especially after the Heavenly God Sect lost their 

main vanguards — Dao Child Sheng Tian and Wan Shengjian. The overarching situation became 

increasingly disadvantageous for the Heavenly God Sect. 

Qing Xuan Yuanhe immediately went looking for Li Qiye, then he demanded: “Junior, let go of Nephew Ji 

and I will spare your life!” 

Qing Xuan Yuanhe immediately taking action rendered the spectating crowd breathless. To many 

people, Li Shuangyan was a genius, but she was not at the level where she could shake Ancient 

Kingdoms. Everyone would have to give Qing Xuan Yuanhe some face since he represented the Azure 

Mysterious Ancient Kingdom. 

The Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom was a sect with two emperors. If they interfered, who dared not 

to give them face? Both the Heavenly God Sect and the Nine Saint Demon Gate were not comparable to 

the Ancient Kingdom. 

“What are you!” Li Qiye didn’t bother to glance at him. Finished speaking, the Six Dao Sword cut Jikong 

Jian in half with a “zhang.” With a pitiful “ahh,” Jikong Jian was slashed in half. His skull was split open so 

even if his body was restored, he would not be able to live for much longer. 

“You...” Qing Xuan Yuanhe was too late to the rescue. Li Qiye’s sword was too fast and even he didn’t 

expect that this kid wouldn’t give him any face. 

Many spectators were stunned with their eyes wide open. Such murderous determination! Not leaving 

any face for Qing Xuan Yuanhe. This was an expert from the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom, the 

brother of Mortal King Qing Xuan! 

Many audacious geniuses were always arrogant, but at this moment, when they stood in front of a giant 

monster such as the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom, they had to think twice about becoming its 

enemy. 

Yet this fifteen or sixteen year old boy before them was true to his words: “What are you!” He 

essentially didn’t put the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom into his sight with his level of unbridled 

haughtiness. 

“Kid, since you want to die, don’t blame me for being ruthless!” Qing Xuan Yuanhe instantly became 

angry, and following his rising Saint aura, he shouted. A group of Fate Palaces emerged with its 

boundless domain soaring straight towards Li Qiye — they aimed to pull him inside. 

“A Heaven Restoration Saint’s five palace domain would even refine a Grand Saint once they’re trapped 

inside!” Many people couldn’t help but gasp. 



“This kid is dead for sure. Even Grand Saints cannot escape from a Heaven Restoration Saint’s domain.” 

A sect master murmured. 

“Be careful...” Seeing the five palace domain, Li Shuangyan’s group immediately reminded Li Qiye in 

astonishment. 

“Xshhhh.” At this juncture of life and death, Li Qiye suddenly whistled at a rapid pace. This sound 

contained many different and indiscernible musical rhythms and resounded at varying speeds. 

“Neighh...” At this very moment, the cries of horses rang out. With a “boom,” the bronze horses charged 

forward. Qing Xuan Yuanhe, who was standing on top of the chariot, initially wanted to trap Li Qiye 

inside his domain, but at this time, his body was sent flying upward for more than a thousand miles. 

Even an Ancient Saint like him could not maintain his stability; he couldn’t stop the chariot from turning 

him over. 

“Bang!” Qing Xuan Yuanhe was struggling as his body was shot up high. Even his techniques couldn’t 

steady his body. The bronze chariot’s lifting force was capable of overturning the heaven’s horizon and 

grand earth! 

‘Bang--bang--bang...” Within just a blink of an eye, the bronze horse chariot that was originally sat on by 

Qing Xuan Yuanhe rushed over towards Li Qiye and stood right in front of him. 

“Good little horses, good little horses!” Li Qiye gently patted the heads of the four bronze horses. Each 

of his pats contained mysterious arrangements. After each pat, a strange magical rune appeared on the 

heads of the horses! Eventually, Li Qiye stood by their side and whispered into their ears! 

“Neigh---neigh---neighhh!” An unbelievable matter happened; the four bronze horses suddenly flared 

out their eyes as hissing sounds resonated. At this moment, the eyes of the four bronze horses became 

vibrant and vivid just like real-life ones. 

What was even more incredible was that the four horses seemed to be alive and they used their heads 

to hug Li Qiye affectionately. It was as if they had met a loved one. 

“Good little horses...” After lightly caressing the horses, Li Qiye jumped on the bronze chariot with one 

hand on the arm rail, then he said: “This is a supreme treasure yet you used refined jades for its 

activation — so ignorant!” Under a light tap from Li Qiye, cracking sounds reverberated. All of the 

engraved refined jades on the chariot fragmented into pieces and fell down! 

“Boom!” Finally, the four bronze horses leapt into the sky, pulling along the bronze chariot with a 

thunderous noise. At this very moment, the True Dragon coiled over the empty sky and the Divine 

Phoenix soaringly followed. The White Tiger was crouching down and was silently observing while the 

Qilin was expanding on the dao. 

The true appearance of the bronze chariot created a sweeping Emperor’s aura in the air in all of its 

towering tyranny. Different images began to appear as if an Immortal Emperor was departing on an 

adventure! 

The chariot carried Li Qiye around in a circle before stopping. The four bronze horses trampled in the sky 

in high spirits with a momentum like a profound dragon soaring in the sky or a fierce tiger leaving its 



mountain — the feeling of a vast sea for the fishes to swim freely and a high sky for the birds to fly with 

liberty! 

“Tetra-War Bronze Chariot...” Li Qiye murmured while gently stroking the bronze chariot with endless 

remembrance. At the same time, the bronze chariot seemed to have its own awareness and emitted 

pure sounds from Li Qiye’s touch. 

The Tetra-War Bronze Chariot carried countless memories of Li Qiye as the Dark Crow for millions of 

years for it used to be his carriage. In many eras, the moment the Tetra-War Bronze Chariot appeared, 

the gods had to retreat and even existing Immortal Emperors had to greet him in person! 

This chariot left Li Qiye with too many recollections. It followed his battles throughout the nine heavens 

and ten earths. It fought against gods and devils and even punished Immortal Emperors. Countless wars 

that eternally frightened the world were fought with him riding this bronze chariot! 

It wasn’t until a long time later that, during the era of invincible Immortal Emperor Min Ren, he as the 

Dark Crow was quite unstable and hibernation was quickly approaching. Coincidentally, Immortal 

Emperor Min Ren adopted a daughter at this time! 

This foster daughter had quite an origin. She was the daughter of a general below Immortal Emperor 

Min Ren. This general had followed Li Qiye and Min Ren into battle after battle. Especially during the last 

battle for the Heaven’s Will, he fought to the very bitter end and died in battle! 

As the Dark Crow, he promised this general to train his descendants in the future. Alas, when the 

general’s daughter grew up, he was already near unconsciousness and was already starting his deep 

hibernation! Since he couldn’t train her personally, Li Qiye entrusted the daughter of this divine general 

to Immortal Emperor Min Ren and he gave his chariot — his symbol to her in order to show her status! 

Immortal Emperor Min Ren then took her in as a daughter as well as a disciple of the Cleansing Incense 

Ancient Sect! All the way until she passed away, this chariot that represented a supreme identity was 

also left behind at the sect. 

Unfortunately, she did not pass down the method to ride this chariot so even though it was an 

unparalleled treasure, no one in the history of the sect was able to ride it to battle! 

Later on, as time passed by, the world gradually began to forget that this chariot was the symbol for a 

supreme identity, and it finally fell into the hands of the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom! 

All the people who saw this scene couldn’t help but get sent into a daze. This was the chariot of Qing 

Xuan Yuanhe ah, but now, the scene of Li Qiye acting like the master of this chariot rendered everyone 

in disbelief! 

Chapter 203: I’m Arrogant, I’m Domineering (1) 

The overturned Qingxuan Yuanhe was both shocked and angry after seeing such a scene for it was 

completely outside of his expectations! 

The Tetra-War Bronze Chariot really was not a treasure of his Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom, it was 

an offering from the Heavenly God Sect. The elders of the Ancient Kingdom knew that it used to be the 



defining treasure of the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect, but even after a long ponder, they couldn’t find 

out its mysteries. 

Qingxuan Yuanhe finally took this chariot and the elders also agreed that if he could see through its 

profundity, then it would belong to him. 

However, Qingxuan Yuanhe thought for a long time yet still couldn’t figure out the chariot’s enigma. 

Ultimately, he was at a dead end so he had to engrave refined jades and use them to move the bronze 

chariot. 

After owning it for so long, he had never seen such a scene before. Until now, he only thought that the 

four bronze horses were only crafted from godly ore into treasures, but from today’s sight, this was not 

the case. The four bronze horses truly had their own life essence just like real horses! 

“Kid, hand my treasure chariot over.” Qingxuan Yuanhe, in his bewildered exasperation, deafeningly 

shouted. He trod on the sky as his Saint energy turned into a bridge that inched closer. Each step exuded 

a magnificent Saint aura. Behind him was a Saint’s weapon like a powerful ocean capable of drowning all 

things. 

Qingxuan Yuanhe, as a Heaven Restoration Saint, was not just for show. Even a Grand Saint would be 

easily massacred by him! 

At this time, Li Qiye finally caught a glimpse of him. Even when facing a Heaven Restoration Saint from 

the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom, he was still calm and nonchalant as he smilingly spoke: “Your 

treasure chariot? You should be ashamed for even bringing this up. The Tetra-War Bronze Chariot is the 

defining treasure of my Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect. Today, it comes back to my sect; it is simply a 

natural course of events!” 

Li Qiye’s statement left many grand characters watching the battle to look at each other. They did not 

expect such an inside story. The puzzle behind how Li Qiye easily stole Qingxuan Yuanhe’s chariot was 

quickly solved. In the end, this was the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect’s defining treasure. It was clear 

that Qingxuan Yuanhe did not grasp the mysteries of this treasure! 

“Ahh,” at this very moment, a scream resonated in the air as Wan Shengjian’s blood rained down from 

the blue sky. Niu Fen shattered his skull on the spot as his body fell down from the sky. 

Many people were agasp witnessing such a scene. Wan Shengjian ah! This was a Grand Saint of the 

Heavenly God Sect. This was the disciple of the Heavenly God Sect’s ancestor, but today, he was killed 

by someone else. This was too bold; daring to kill his disciple, this was a provocation to the Heavenly 

God Sect’s ancestor! 

Qingxuan Yuanhe, however, was not in the mood to save Wan Shengjian at this time. He coldly stared at 

Li Qiye with icy glints in his eyes, then chillingly spoke: “Little Devil, hand over the chariot, then my Azure 

Mysterious Ancient Kingdom will not pursue the matters today any longer!” 

Li Qiye was too lazy to even glance at Qingxuan Yuanhe. He then replied: “No longer pursue? You think 

too highly of yourself, along with your Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom. Even if your Ancient Kingdom 

wants to let this go, I still won’t forgive your Ancient Kingdom!” 



Li Qiye’s words made everyone glance at each other while thinking: ‘This kid is too much. Daring to talk 

like this, isn’t he afraid of biting his tongue!?’ 

“Little Devil, accept your death!” After his enraged words came out, the five palaces domain turned into 

a vast territory and immediately covered Li Qiye’s sky, wanting to suck him inside! 

“Scram!” Li Qiye was tired of him so he sank his tone then tapped on the chariot. 

“Neighhh,” the Tetra-War Bronze Chariot smothered the sky as it rushed forward while stomping heavily 

towards the approaching territory. 

“Boom!” After a loud explosion, an incredible thing happened. The horses trampled and shattered the 

kingdom, resulting in another deafening “bang.” There was a huge crack that appeared in the middle of 

the five palaces domain as the now bloodied Qingxuan Yuanhe was kicked flying away by the four 

bronze horses. 

Such a display rendered everyone breathless. This was a Heaven Restoration Saint ah, yet he was kicked 

flying away by four horses. No one would believe such a thing even if told, but this happened in front of 

everyone’s eyes. 

After being kicked, Qingxuan Yuanhe violently vomited blood. As his expression greatly changed, he 

didn’t think about anything else and turned around to flee! 

“Where are you escaping to...” Li Qiye didn’t feel like catching him, but Niu Fen wanted to be 

meritorious and thus, he no longer hid his strength. He shook his body and turned into an extremely 

giant snail in front of the world. This snail was much bigger than the snail ordinarily ridden by Li Qiye! 

A giant snail with its head touching the stars and feet stomping the mountains and rivers. True Solution’s 

layers began to revolve around his body; each solution was like the waterfalls of the heavens. Each of 

them could single-handedly crush the sky! 

A loud bang shook all of Ancient Sky City. The monstrous snail’s two hands reached out as if it was 

swatting a mosquito and slammed together. Qingxuan Yuanhe didn’t escape too far before he was 

smashed like a mosquito as fresh blood spilled in the sky along with terrifying sounds of broken bones! 

When Qingxuan Yuanhe was dragged back, he was already on his last leg and covered in blood with no 

chance of escaping even if he wanted to. 

While horrified by this scene, even though people knew that Li Qiye had ridden a snail before, no one 

thought that this snail was so heaven-defying like this. A Heaven Restoration Saint was mortally 

wounded with just one slap like a mosquito! 

“Twelfth Solution connecting with the god!” Once Niu Fen turned back to an old man carrying Qingxuan 

Yuanhe back, he couldn’t help but to grin with excitement! Li Qiye passing the true solutions made him 

truly feel how terrifying the Eighteen Solutions of his Heavenly Ancestral Snail’s first branch was! Their 

race had a legend that once the Eighteenth Solution reaches grand accomplishment, then they could 

even massacre gods! At this point, he finally got a taste of this god-killing power! 

“Junior, I am a royal member of the Ancient Kingdom; if you dare to kill me, you will not leave this 

ancient city alive!” At this moment, Qingxuan Yuanhe was at death’s door, but his momentum was still 



pressing down on others. Truly worthy of being a royal member of an Ancient Kingdom’s clan, always 

frighteningly aggressive. 

Qingxuan Yuanhe’s words managed to change some people’s expressions. This truly was not just an 

empty threat! The Ancient Kingdom really possessed this power! 

Li Qiye, standing on the Tetra-War Bronze Chariot, simply glared at him as he then slowly spoke: “The 

Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom... To tell the truth, I still haven’t considered you as a threat!” 

“Haha, Young Noble, let me tear him to pieces.” Niu Fen grinned and smiled. With one command from Li 

Qiye, he would immediately tear Qingxuan Yuanhe apart! 

“You dare...” Qingxuan Yuanhe’s face became deathly pale. At this moment, he knew he had met a little 

demon king. This kid in front simply was not afraid of the heavens nor the earth! 

“There is nothing that I can’t do.” Li Qiye smiled and simply waved his sleeve without looking at 

Qingxuan Yuanhe one last time. 

“Nooo...” At this moment, Qingxuan Yuanhe realized that his death had come! After a loud scream, Niu 

Fen tore the still-alive Qingxuan Yuanhe into two pieces. In a flash, his fate was destroyed! A generation 

Heaven Restoration Saint was ripped apart alive! 

The visual impact of this scene was too devastating to all spectators — a Heaven Restoration Saint was 

simply killed like this. This was an expert of the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom, this was the little 

brother of Mortal King Qingxuan, yet he was still torn apart! 

Executing a royal family member of the Ancient Kingdom like this in front of everyone, how domineering 

was this! This was creating an unresolvable situation against the Ancient Kingdom! Even a renowned 

Heavenly King in the current generation would not dare to make such a maneuver. 

However, such a tyrannical move was done by a fifteen, sixteen year old kid. At this point, everyone 

started to question whether the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect was really in decline or not? 

This was a great blow to the Heavenly God Sect’s morale. Such an invincible and high above existence 

who was impossible to defeat without the involvement of a Heavenly Sovereign, yet he was annihilated! 

Their confidence immediately collapsed with all morales plunged. 

“Kill!” At this point, countless experts of the Nine Saint Demon Gate began their counterattack as their 

bloodlust surged. The Heavenly God Sect’s soldiers were now being pushed back. Such a reversal 

amazed all of the spectators. 

At this time, Niu Fen stood by Li Qiye’s side without taking any action. 

And Li Qiye’s eyes switched to the battle between Li Shuangyan and Dao Child Shengtian, and he saw 

that Dao Child Shengtian was being pushed back. Even though Li Shuangyan was ferocious, the Virtuous 

Paragon Life Treasure hovering above Dao Child Shengtian kept on releasing magical runes to stop Li 

Shuangyan’s attacks one after another. 

“Heaven, Earth, Root!” Facing Li Shuangyan’s most aggressive attack, Dao Child Shengtian activated his 

strongest murderous move to stop the sharpest blow from Shuangyan. 



With his deafening shout, the Virtuous Paragon Life Treasure on top of his head immediately released a 

mantra. This mantra blurred the heaven and earth back to the early primordial time. The three-words 

mantra acted as a resolute wall of the heaven and earth and stopped one hegemonic sword from Li 

Shuangyan. 

“This is not only a Virtuous Paragon Life Treasure, it is also crafted from a seven runes treasure metal. 

What’s even worse is that three of those runes had become mantras! A Seven Treasure Three Mantra 

Virtuous Paragon Life Treasure, truly incredible!” Seeing the three mantra words, a person couldn’t help 

but exclaim. 

Life Treasures were either crafted from Heavenly Beast’s Dao Bones or from a Grand Dao treasure 

metal. Grand Dao treasure metals were natural born dao runes from the heavens! The more runes there 

were, the more precious the treasure metal was! 

If these runes could actually form words or sentences, then the power of this Life Treasure would 

double. However, if these runes actually formed the mantra of the heaven and earth, then it was even 

more amazing. These Life Treasures would surely suppress others at the same level! 

Dao Child Shengtian’s Virtuous Paragon Life Treasure was incredible. It was refined by a Virtuous 

Paragon ancestor of theirs from a seven runes treasure metal. What was even more precious was that 

three of these runes had became mantras. 
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Heaven, Earth, Root! These were the three mantras born from the treasure metal. Their appearances 

were indeed capable of crushing all oppositions. 

If Li Shuangyan wasn’t tough enough as a Grand Dao Noble, someone who was capable of absolutely 

suppressing Dao Child Shengtian, then Dao Child could have used these three mantras to change the 

tide. 

In fact, the sword in Li Shuangyan’s hand was not ordinary. This was a Virtuous Paragon Life Sword 

especially bestowed to her by Demon King Lun Ri! But compared to Dao Child Shengtian’s treasure, 

there was still a big gap! 

“A three mantras Life Treasure.” Li Qiye glanced at the battlefield and lightly said: “Shuangyan, your 

sword won’t be able to break through these Heaven, Earth, Root mantras. Use your Heavenly Plate!” 

Having heard Li Qiye’s advice, Li Shuangyan no longer hid her strength as a sacred light pierced the 

horizon! 

“Boom!” Following a loud explosion was the sky being replaced by a new empyrean. Everything became 

an illusion as the Heavenly Sky Plate appeared, reigning over the universe. The Sky Plate poured down 

stars after stars! 

The Heavenly Sky Plate was an immemorial treasure with a stunning origin. During the battle of the 

ancient gods, it had a distinguished reputation, but it disappeared later on without a trace! At this 

moment, this immemorial treasure had fallen into the hands of Li Shuangyan as it exerted its 

unparalleled sacred power! 



“Heaven, Earth, Root...” Seeing the actualization of the Heavenly Sky Plate, Dao Child Shengtian lost his 

colors and shouted while channelling his undulating Life Wheel, moving his Longevity Blood. All of this 

blood energy fueled his Virtuous Paragon Life Treasure and sacrificed for the three mantras. In a flash, 

the three mantras turned into the boundless world like the inception of a primal chaos! 

“Boom...” An explosion blasted the heaven and earth, even layers of universal laws protecting Ancient 

Sky City eroded away. Under this one attack, the sky had been shattered and directly turned into a black 

hole. 

As flesh blood tainted the blue sky, Dao Child Shengtian was knocked flying away. Even the three 

mantras of the Virtuous Paragon Life Treasure could not save him. His chest was penetrated, revealing a 

horrible gap that indicated tremendous damage taken. 

“Withdraw...” Dao Child Shengtian was gasping for air before shouting. At this time, nothing else 

mattered to him. He dragged his dying body to immediately escape far away. Even if his flesh was 

destroyed at this moment, he still wouldn’t notice it during his scramble. 

Li Shuangyan wanted to pursue, but Li Qiye waved his sleeve and smilingly spoke: “A monk can flee but a 

temple cannot hide!” 

“Kill!” After Wan Shengjian died in the battle and Dao Child Shengtian escaped, the two remaining 

elders couldn’t handle it and died on the spot. This destroyed the Heavenly God Sect’s disciples’ will to 

fight as they turned around to run! However, how could the Nine Saint Demon Gate disciples give up 

such an opportunity to attack. If they didn’t kill to the end, it would be a crime against their dead 

brothers. Many loud roars sounded as their morale reached the peak — like the lions and tigers — as 

they slayed their enemies and traded blood for blood. They would absolutely not spare any disciples 

from the Heavenly God Sect. 

Momentarily after came the sounds of murder. In the end, not many Heavenly God Sect disciples 

escaped with their lives! Blood stained the ground as the Nine Saint disciples pursed the Heavenly God 

Sect disciples from street to street! 

Seeing this scene, all of the observing experts were silent without words. The Heavenly Southern 

Kingdom, the Jiang Zuo Clan, the Jewel Pillar Sacred School... All of these powerful sects didn’t dare to 

give out any opinions! 

The Nine Saint Demon Gate and the Heavenly God Sect’s quarrel — this was absolutely a war between 

monsters. With the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom looming as well, no matter how strong one was 

or how great the sect was, no one dared to be sucked in this vortex of war! 

“Sweep and annihilate the grotto of the Heavenly God Sect!” Just after the battle, Li Qiye swung his 

hand on the Tetra-War Bronze Chariot and commanded. 

As Li Qiye’s command vibrated the field, not to mention the juniors like Qu Daoli, even all of the 

disciples of the Nine Saint Demon Gates were ecstatic with their blood boiling. Chi Yun, as the Supreme 

Elder, gave his orders, then the Nine Saint Demon Gate disciples immediately soared forward like the 

wind and clouds towards the Heavenly God Sect’s grotto. 



The Heavenly God Sect also had a resting area at Ancient Sky City, and it was no worse than the Nine 

Saint Demon Gate’s. 

“Kill!” With waves of roars, the Nine Saint Demon Gate disciples, like wolves and tigers, rushed forward 

and entered the Heavenly God Sect’s grotto. 

“Run...” Seeing the fierceness of the Nine Saint Demon Gate disciples, the Heavenly God Sect disciples 

guarding the Heavenly Grotto had no desire to fight and immediately turned around to flee. 

In just a blink of an eye, the Nine Saint Demon Gate swept through the entire grotto while Li Qiye’s 

group didn’t need to do anything as they easily occupied the Heavenly God Sect’s grotto. 

In actuality, Li Qiye’s group and the Nine Saint Demon Gate both pounced on air. Dao Child Shengtian 

simply did not return at all. Even some grand characters of the Heavenly God Sect stationed at the 

grotto all escaped since they knew the Nine Saint Demon Gate would definitely retaliate, they only left 

behind a few trivial ordinary disciples to guard the grotto! 

Even though it was empty, it was still a great joy to the Nine Saint Demon Gate disciples. They were 

originally on the losing side, but they managed to reverse the situation and occupy the Heavenly God 

Sect’s grotto. To them, it was a fortuitous event within a disastrous day. 

Only Supreme Elder Chi Yun carried a solemn expression. Even though it was a grand victory, he was not 

happy. He clearly understood that once the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom joined in, it would be a 

great calamity against their Nine Saint Demon Gate! 

“Dao Child Shengtian and the sectional leaders of the Heavenly God Sect are all hiding in the Azure 

Mysterious Ancient Kingdom’s grotto.” 

Soon after, the group of Li Qiye received news from the Nine Saint Demon Gate disciples. 

“The Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom!” Chi Yun’s expression became dark. The Azure Mysterious 

Ancient Kingdom definitely supported this invasion against the Nine Saint Demon Gate. He was 

extremely furious about this matter, but even if his fiery anger reached the sky, he could only hide it 

inside for he was aware that the current Nine Saint Demon Gate could not oppose the Ancient Kingdom. 

“The Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom’s Heavenly Grotto?” Contrary to Chi Yun, Li Qiye narrowed his 

eyes then chortled and said: “They should be thanking the heavens when I haven’t trampled their 

grotto, yet they are hiding my enemies. Good, today, I want to see the strength of the Ancient Kingdom! 

Come, we will go to the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom’s grotto!” 

Chi Yun then startlingly replied: “This, this, this is the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom ah!” 

“So what? Mess with me, even if it is the high heavens, I will still crush it!” Li Qiye, in his calm and leisure 

demeanor, said with a smile. 

Chi Yun’s body jumped with a panicked heart because of this Little Ancestor who did not care for the law 

and nature of the heavens. Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom — this is a giant of the Grand Middle 

Territory, how many people could actually provoke it? But from the mouth of this Little Ancestor, it 

seemed that it was only a trivial tiny sect. He also clearly understood that this Little Ancestor did not 



care for anything or put any enemies in his eyes. He truly believed that, with his presence, invincibility 

was achieved! 

“Such a great matter like this, why not, why not ask for His Highness to come.” Chi Yun hesitatingly 

answered. As a Supreme Elder, he could not mirror this bold and reckless behavior of the Little Ancestor. 

Li Qiye shook his head and smiled: “Only a small matter, it is not enough to reach the apex. It is enough 

to tell Demon King Lun Ri after he arrives.” 

“But... but...” Chi Yun’s expression immediately became painful. Attacking the Heavenly Grotto of the 

Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom, wasn’t this wanting to take what is remaining of his old life? 

Chi Yun still wished to persuade Li Qiye, hoping to dispel this notion of attacking the Ancient Kingdom 

from his mind, but Li Shuangyan secretly shook her head towards him. 

There was no one here who knew Li Qiye better than her. Since the Ancient Kingdom provoked him, he 

absolutely could not let it go this easily! Chi Yun’s persuasion would only displease him. 

“Elder Yun, you don’t need to take action for this matter. Since you have some reservations, I will only 

take my people along.” Li Qiye stared at Chi Yun as he said. 

Chi Yun then bit his teeth before he ultimately said: “I will come with Young Noble Li along with the 

elders and sectional leaders!” At this point, Chi Yun made his decision. His Nine Saint Demon Gate was a 

stern ally of Li Qiye. When they suffered an attack, Li Qiye bailed them out. Currently, since Li Qiye 

wanted to attack the Ancient Kingdom’s grotto, if he didn’t bring experts along to assist, then it would 

be too unreasonable. It would greatly influence the relationship of both sides! 

Chi Yun was clear that provoking a monstrous existence like the Ancient Kingdom was a great matter, 

but they had to stand on the same camp as Li Qiye! 

“Good, we shall go.” Li Qiye was pleasantly pleased with Chi Yun’s decision, so he gently nodded his 

head. 

Chi Yun became serious. As a Supreme Elder, he was an experienced man. Once the choice was made, 

he was very decisive and took thunderous actions. He immediately mobilized the elders, protectors, and 

sectional leaders inside Ancient Sky City, but not the ordinary disciples. 

Against a monster like the Ancient Kingdom, ordinary disciples would only go to seek their deaths. It was 

better to use only the elites and most powerful team to meet the enemy! 

“This grotto, from today on, will belong to the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect. You all watch over it for 

me for a bit...” Before leaving, Li Qiye said such a sentence! He immediately occupied the Heavenly God 

Sect’s grotto for his own, and the group of Chi Yun was not in a position to compete for the grotto’s 

ownership, so they also agreed. 

When Li Qiye, along with his group, marched towards the Ancient Kingdom’s area, many people were 

scared stupid. 

All of the grand sects and powerful countries assumed that this matter was over when the Nine Saint 

Demon Gate defeated the Heavenly God Sect. It was already a great victory when the Nine Saint Demon 

Gate occupied the grotto and the Heavenly God Sect had to flee. 



However, within just one day, Li Qiye brought people to embark on another journey which caused many 

men to become dumbfounded. 

“Crazy!” Hearing that Li Qiye wanted to attack the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom’s Heavenly 

Grotto, many sect masters and royal lords of great powers all widened their eyes. 

Only a fool would attack the Ancient Kingdom’s grotto. This was a direct declaration of war. 

Declaring war meant that countless Royal Nobles, Enlightened Beings, and even Ancient Saints of the 

Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom would be involved. Maybe even the reclusive Heavenly Sovereign 

and Heavenly Kings would also take action. It was truly self-destruction to declare war against the 

Ancient Kingdom! 

Chapter 205 : Attacking the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom’s Heavenly Grotto (1) 

Assaulting the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom’s grotto! Hearing this news, countless people were 

stunned, including sect masters and temple lords. Even the undying old men living in seclusion all rolled 

their eyes after hearing such news. 

This signified the start of a war against the Ancient Kingdom, and everyone in the Grand Middle 

Territory knew the result of such a matter — sect annihilation! 

At the Grand Middle Territory, there were very few heritages that were able to really compete with the 

Ancient Kingdom. One sect with two emperors in any era would be extremely frightening. Moreover, 

there was no sign of decline for the Ancient Kingdom in contemporary times, thus they could be 

described as the sun during the high noon! 

In fact, there were ancient sects and hidden schools who suffered losses to the Ancient Kingdom. Some 

great sects and countries were destroyed by the Ancient Kingdom as well, but all of these factions could 

not do anything about it even if they wanted to take revenge. Bearing these grievances inside their 

stomach was the only option. Reality was cruel; opposing the Ancient Kingdom could only end badly and 

would often result in sect destruction. No one could escape from this fate once they decided to ignite a 

war against the Ancient Kingdom! 

And so, upon hearing that Li Qiye was leading a group to attack the Ancient Kingdom, many people 

became dumbfounded for a while. No matter the cultivation, even if one was a powerful Heavenly King, 

they still wouldn’t declare war recklessly against the Ancient Kingdom. 

However, this junior of fifteen to sixteen years of age was arrogant enough to challenge the Ancient 

Kingdom’s prestige, leaving many grand characters in silence for a long time. 

As for the younger generation, they had different reactions and thoughts to this news. 

For Young King Nantian, sitting high in his ancient chamber, his eyes coalesced after hearing such news. 

His royal aura was suddenly mixed with his blood energy, creating an encompassing sea of blood with 

Vermillion Birds flying straight to the sky that had the potential to incinerate all of the Nine Worlds. 

Glinting with terrifying light in his eyes, Young King Nantian slowly exclaimed: “It is a shame that I cannot 

personally kill this kid!” 



Li Qiye killing Nantian Hao, who was the cousin of Young King Nantian — this was an unforgivable 

vengeance to the Nantian Clan and the Heavenly Southern Kingdom. 

“This kid is indeed a bit devilish. In my opinion, he is surely cultivating some incredible Physique Law!” 

An old man from the Southern Heavenly Kingdom stated: “However, Ting’er, you are blessed with a 

Saint Wheel aptitude. Your Life Law is unbeatable; one strike slashes the stars and another assaults the 

sky itself. If this kid doesn’t have an Emperor’s Possession, you only need three or five moves to kill 

him!” 

Young King Nantian was a Saint Wheel aptitude. In the world, many people believed that the Fate Palace 

and Physique were more important than the quality of one’s Life Wheel. However, this was not the case. 

If cultivated properly, a Life Wheel was extremely terrorizing. The better the Life Wheel, the more 

powerful one’s energy will become, and they will have more powerful attacks. 

With his Saint Wheel, Young King Nantian’s blood energy was much more formidable than others of the 

same generation! He cultivated a peerless Longevity Law. One could say that his blood energy was 

endless. Other people could cultivate for one day to refine one drop of Longevity Blood, but he could 

refine ten drops or more in just one day. 

Therefore, the Saint Wheel combined with a peerless Longevity Law meant that his offensive power was 

extremely disheartening! He could kill without using Life Treasures. A single leaf or dried grass in his 

hands would all be powerful weapons. The more ordinary Merit Laws under his utilization would have 

ten times the normal amount of power, or perhaps even more! One strike slashed the stars and another 

assaulted the sky itself — this was not only a legend, but a fact. 

With a serious gaze, Young King Nantian eventually coolly spoke: “Hmph, Emperor’s Possession; when 

necessary, we can also summon an Emperor’s Possession! The Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect isn’t the 

only thing in this world that has an Emperor’s Possession!” 

Inside the Jewel Pillar Sacred School’s Heavenly Grotto, Jewel Pillar Saint Child was also emotionally 

moved by such news! As someone who hid his skills, he was much more low-key than the other 

prodigies. Plus, he already fought against Li Qiye with his grand completion King Physique. He was very 

suspicious that Li Qiye was cultivating a supreme Immortal Physique! 

After hearing such news, his eyes were glimmering with an unknown light, not letting people know what 

he was thinking! 

“If the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect truly has the Hell Suppressing Godly Physique — one of the 

supreme Physiques, then perhaps the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect will be our target in the future.” 

Behind him, an old man spoke in a muffled voice. 

Jewel Pillar Saint Child was a natural born Sacred Mountain Physique, one of the two King Physiques 

within the Hell Suppressing Godly Physique! 

With his grand completion, the foundation of his Physique was extremely solid. He kept a low profile in 

order to advance to the Saint Physique. Each of his steps were to lay a fortified foundation for his 

Physique. Even a grand completion Saint Physique would not satisfy him in the future. 



His aim was for a grand completion Immortal Physique! And that would be the Hell Suppressing Godly 

Physique, the most powerful and invincible Physique! 

Simply thinking about it gave Jewel Pillar Saint Child hopes and aspiration! He was completely confident, 

but his heart sank when it came to the Hell Suppressing Godly Physique. 

The Jewel Pillar Sacred School was indeed the sect with the highest amount of Physique Laws in the 

Grand Middle Territory, and even in the entire Mortal Emperor World! His school even had Immortal 

Physique Laws! 

They have a Hell Suppressing manual, which was a way to cultivate the Hell Suppressing Godly Physique! 

But unfortunately, this was an incomplete manual! 

This was the reason why Jewel Pillar Saint Child cultivated a King Physique Law at the start even though 

he was a natural born King Physique. If it was another disciple from a different sect with a natural born 

King Physique, they would cultivate a Saint Physique Law from the start because this was the easier 

method to achieve a grand completion Saint Physique. 

Li Shuangyan was such a case. She was a natural born King Physique, thus she cultivated a Saint 

Physique Law from the beginning! 

Jewel Pillar Saint Child’s goal was the Hell Suppressing Godly Physique, but with only an incomplete 

manual, he could only start from a King Physique Law to, step by step, improve from a King Physique to 

a Saint Physique before finally reaching an Immortal Physique! No one would dare to cultivate an 

incomplete law and thus, he focused on creating a solid foundation, instead, while he slowly and 

steadily built his Physique. This was the only way for him to not suffer qi deviation when cultivating an 

incomplete law in the future. 

And so, when he was thinking about how Li Qiye was likely to own the supreme Immortal Physique Law 

of the Hell Suppressing branch, how could his heart not be moved? 

After their battle, he was sure that Li Qiye was indeed within the family of the Hell Suppressing 

Physiques. However, he was not certain as to whether Li Qiye was cultivating an Immortal or Saint 

Physique Law, but there was a slight inclination towards the former! 

The Hell Suppressing Godly Physique, and a complete version on top of that! How could Bao Zhu not be 

excited? This was the thing he had always dreamt about. If he could cultivate such a law, then he 

definitely could reach grand completion Immortal Physique in the future! 

Grand completion Immortal Physique! This meant obtaining invincibility! His heart began to burn 

vigorously with these desires. 

Nevertheless, he did not lose his calmness and was not in a rush to immediately seize the Immortal 

Physique Law from Li Qiye. When the time was right and with the utmost confidence for success, he will 

strike! 

Outside of Ancient Sky City, on top of a solitary peak, the descendant of the Sword God Sacred Ground, 

Bai Jianzhen, was embracing her sword while sitting on the ground in complete silence during the night 

sky, completely assimilating herself into the darkness! 



As the Sword God’s descendant, she was a maniac for the sword her whole life. Bai Jianzhen was just 

like her sword, cold and emotionless with chilling murderous intent filling the sky! Even though she had 

a stunning appearance, no one would notice her beauty; they were, instead, in dread of her monstrous 

killing intent! 

After hearing about Li Qiye wanting to attack the Ancient Kingdom’s grotto, her eyes glinted with two 

cold sword-like lights! Eventually, the sword lights disappeared as Bai Jianzhen fell into silence. 

For someone who used the sword to prove her dao, and killing to enter the dao, her cultivation was 

more pure and emotionless than anyone else. 

Her supreme Sword Dao was to courageously progress on without fear, just like a treasure sword. Meet 

gods, slay gods; meet devils, cut devils! 

However, declaring war against the Ancient Kingdom — this matter made her question her heart! If it 

was her, would she be able to declare war against the Ancient Kingdom? Furiously washing the world 

with blood no matter who the enemy was, whether gods or devils, only living for the battle! 

I am invincible! This was the most resolute fearless heart for a cultivator. Only with such a dauntless 

willpower would one be able to reach the highest peak! 

So after hearing such news, Bai Jianzhen spoke to her heart in order to contemplate about this question. 

In fact, Bai Jianzhen was not the only person thinking about this question. Many young prodigies and 

undying beings all wondered whether they would declare war on the Ancient Kingdom if they were in 

the same position. 

Ultimately, many people only lightly sighed. At least, they would choose to compromise, unlike the 

arrogant and lawless Li Qiye who directly clashed against the Ancient Kingdom like this! 

“Hmph, this thing doesn’t know life from death. How could a junior like him shake such a monstrous 

existence like the Ancient Kingdom!” There were predecessors from the last generation who coldly 

sneered. In their minds, Li Qiye did not know his limits. 
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“Right, that kid, Li, being enemies with the Ancient Kingdom would only lead to his death. Just wait and 

see; today, he will not leave Ancient Sky City alive!” There were some young geniuses with annoyance in 

their heart who repeatedly sneered and spoke. 

Inside Ancient Sky City, many experts from the strong powers all showed themselves after hearing such 

news in order to see how this entertaining endeavor would end. 

Although, many expected for Li Qiye to fall since it would not end well by being enemies with the 

Ancient Kingdom. However, there were a few who hoped for a miracle, especially the strong powers 

who were previously bullied by the Ancient Kingdom. They naturally wanted to see the Ancient Kingdom 

suffer losses, but this chance was small enough to be ignored. 

The Heavenly Grotto of the Ancient Kingdom in Ancient Sky City was very vast and was located at the 

Eastern side. With a glance, one could see a giant bronze door blocking the sight of countless people. 

Behind the bronze door, there were pavilions in the sky with ancient floating chambers as well as 



towering architectures. The Ancient Kingdom was indeed a heritage that lasted for era after era as well 

as a sect with two Immortal Emperors. Even at Ancient Sky City, where land was worth as much as gold, 

they still had a huge resting location! 

When Li Qiye and the others marched in front of the Ancient Kingdom’s location, there was a distinct 

difference between the nonchalant group of Li Qiye and the serious expressions of the Nine Saint 

Demon Gate’s crowd, including Supreme Elder Chi Yun and the elders, protectors, and sectional leaders. 

Declaring war against the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom would surely result in a bloodbath where 

one’s survival was questionable! 

People who followed to watch all held their breath in front of the gate. In just a moment, all of Ancient 

Sky City became tranquil as all gazes were on the Heavenly Grotto of the Ancient Kingdom. 

Li Qiye, standing on his Tetra-War Bronze Chariot, was at ease. He was comfortable and carefree as if he 

was taking a relaxing stroll! 

At this time, the bronze door of the Ancient Kingdom was shut tight like an enormous, impregnable 

sacred gate — majestic and solemn, leaving no room for provocation and no toleration for impudence! 

On top of the bronze door were the four words “Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom” in all of its 

grandeur; it was capable of oppressing all mortal beings with fear! 

One sect, two emperors. One giant Ancient Kingdom with unfathomable true power. People couldn’t 

imagine that only this one Heavenly Grotto alone would be enough to not let anyone act arrogant at this 

place. 

“Go knock!” Standing on the Tetra-War Bronze Chariot, Li Qiye calmly looked at the bronze plaque on 

top of the bronze door and said with a casual expression. 

“Affirmative...” Niu Fen grinned from excitement. He was completely confident in Li Qiye for he knew 

that there was nothing in the nine worlds and ten earths, nor the six dao and eight desolaces, that could 

withstand the divine power of Li Qiye! 

Just thinking about attacking the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom left him elated. Of course, when Li 

Qiye said to knock, it was not such a courteous action; he absolutely wanted to ram down this gate till it 

collapsed! 

“Zhiii—” But right when Niu Fen wanted to destroy this bronze door, the heavy bronze door opened and 

a group of people came out from the inside. 

With an undulating azure energy and aura, the cultivators inside were all experts of the Ancient 

Kingdom. The old man leading the group was even more unfathomable as he had a stout figure like a 

golden mountain and jade pillar. He was adorned with a four-claws dragon robe and a treasure crown as 

a brilliance surrounded his entire body. Each step of his carried an endless Saint aura that was capable of 

sweeping through all people in front of him! 

“Qingxuan Yuanshan...” Seeing this old man step out, one person murmured: “The older cousin of 

Qingxuan Yuanhe! He was a former guard of Mortal King Qingxuan!” 

This old man, Qing xuan Yuanshan, brought along a group of Royal Nobles and arrogantly looked down 

at everyone. 



“Well done, Chi Yun, your Nine Saint Demon Gate truly ate the tiger heart and leopard guts. Not only did 

you kill my cousin, but you also dare to announce attacking my Ancient Kingdom’s mansion! Just wait for 

your sect’s annihilation!” Qingxuan Yuanshan stared at Chi Yun and said with a harsh disdain. 

“Who is right and wrong, your Ancient Kingdom knows clearly more than anyone!” Even when facing the 

Ancient Kingdom, Supreme Elder Chi Yun still didn’t want to act weak and lower his prestige, thus he 

said drily. 

Both of Qingxuan Yuanshan’s eyes widened, revealing an oppressive ray as he harshly spoke: “Who is 

right and wrong? Killing my Ancient Kingdom’s disciples — this is a capital offense worthy of nine 

familials extermination! Chi Yun, if you surrender now, perhaps it will save your Nine Saint Demon Gate 

from a sect annihilation. Otherwise...” 

“Otherwise, I will destroy your Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom!” At this point, Li Qiye lazily 

interrupted Qingxuan Yuanshan. He provocatively winked as he looked at the group of Qingxuan 

Yuanshan and inattentively continued: “Don’t act so prestigious without being able to back it up! Only 

an Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom, so what? I’ll borrow your words. Today, if you kneel down and 

cut off one hand, then maybe I will spare your Ancient Kingdom once. Otherwise, I will completely 

trample this place, today!” 

Li Qiye’s words immediately sparked many questionable gazes from the sect masters and temple lords. 

This was not their first time seeing Li Qiye’s ego, but to say that he wanted to annihilate them right 

outside of their gate, this was truly smugness to the point of causing chaos! 

Having heard Li Qiye, Qingxuan Yuanshan’s countenance turned pale from being livid as his body was 

shivering. All of the Royal Nobles next to him were also glaring at each other. 

“Little Beast, all of you accept your deaths. Taste the anger of an Ancient Kingdom!” Qingxuan Yuanshan 

shouted while reaching out his hands to reveal an Emperor’s Decree. 

“Boom!” After a loud boom, an Emperor’s Decree appeared with the word “Deter.” Countless experts 

shivered the moment the strands of emperor’s power came pouring out. 

“Bang–bang–bang” Many various crisp sounds appear as this emperor’s aura rushed outside all the way 

to the sky, turning into a giant palm that blocked the sun as it headed straight towards the group of Li 

Qiye. 

This giant approaching hand was just like an Immortal Emperor’s hand. Many Nine Saint Demon Gate 

experts could not handle such an imperial aura and thus, they shivered in fear as their knees became 

soft! 

“Open...” With a loud roar, Li Qiye was still calmly standing on the chariot without batting even an 

eyelid. No need for further commands, Niu Fen leapt to the forefront and turned into a snail — bigger 

than even a sacred mountain to block the front. Waves and waves of true solutions, like the heavenly 

rivers, poured down to stop this giant hand. 

“Bang—bang–bang...” However, as this giant hand began to clench together, the giant snail also became 

smaller as it was having a hard time withstanding the emperor’s power! 



“Godly solution to open the heavens!” Niu Fen no longer hid his strength and crazily roared. He 

channeled all of his true solution power explosively. In just a flash, these divine true solutions 

intertwined together to turn into its original form. In just a blink of an eye, there was a stalwart gigantic 

image inside. 

This shadow stepped forward; it was capable of walking alongside the heavens and sitting down equally 

with even Godkings! It could still hold the heaven and earth in contempt even in the presence of an 

Immortal Emperor! Strands of true solutions surrounded this shadow. The most profound true solution 

was able to communicate with the heaven and earth and channel the original power. Each strand of true 

solution contained an absolute power no less than the strands of emperor’s power! 

At this time, this arrogant shadow stretched out its hand, that was capable of shouldering the sky, to 

resist the incoming giant hand! 

“Boom!” The two hands collided, freezing the heaven and earth as the celestials began to fall down. 

Countless cultivators were suppressed down to the ground by the explosion of the invincible auras 

sweeping by. No matter if one was a Royal Noble or an Enlightened Being, all were ants under this force. 

Both the emperor’s power and the arrogant gigantic shadow disappeared after the collision. The 

gigantic snail, like a huge millstone, was jarred flying away while Qingxuan Yuanshan, who was holding 

the Emperor’s Decree, had to take a few thumping steps back. 

Such a scene robbed everyone of their colors, no matter if they were a previous generation Ancient 

Saint or sect masters and royal lords. They were in dismay at an existence capable of stopping the 

emperor’s power! 

The Royal Nobles right behind Qingxuan Yuanshan were even more shocked. In their minds, not even 

gods and devils could stop their Immortal Emperor’s Decree. But today, someone managed to block it. 

“Feels good, this is the real power of the true solutions!” Niu Fen quickly rushed back right after. The 

snail shell of his true body could be said to be the hardest thing in the world. It was not so easy to break 

it. 

Niu Fen was excited beyond words; this was the real power of a True God! The power of a True God can 

stop the emperor’s power. How could he not be excited as his clan possessed an invincible divine 

power! 

After Qingxuan Yuanshan regained his stability, he coldly stared at Niu Fen and finally spoke slowly: 

“Heavenly Ancestral Calamity Snail! The Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect still has such a thing!” 

Heavenly Ancestral Calamity Snail — there were very few people who had ever heard of such a name. In 

fact, even the previous generation still wouldn’t know what it was! 

“Heavenly Ancestral Calamity Snail...” The Turtle Monarch, from the Flying Dragon Lake, who was 

watching in the far distance exclaimed in horror having hearing such a name: “An existence in the 

legends! It is stated that the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect’s Divine Beast Protector was a Heavenly 

Ancestral Calamity Snail, and the world called it the Calamity God! According to the legends, during the 

era of Immortal Emperor Min Ren, outside of Immortal Emperor Min Ren, no one could stop him!” 



Everyone lost their colors in astonishment after hearing the old Turtle Monarch’s words. Calamity God 

— a generation in this world that dared to be referred to as God, how frightening was this!? Even 

though no one had heard of True Gods in this world, but anything daring to have the title of God was 

absolutely monstrous! 

“Could this, could this be the Divine Beast Protector of the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect!” After 

hearing this, a sect master couldn’t help but hastily take several steps back! 

Many previous generation characters had heard of the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect’s Divine Beast 

Protector. It was an invincible existence — true invincibility! Even Chi Yun was completely aghast. The 

Nine Saint Demon Gate used to be a subsidiary of the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect, how could he have 

not heard of the Divine Beast Protector? Even the Nine Saint Demon Gate’s Progenitor was one 

generation below the Calamity God even when he was alive! 

“This is impossible, when the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect lost that year, their Divine Beast Protector 

did not appear. Rumors has it that it had died from old age 50,000 years ago!” A royal lord who knew 

about the battle 30,000 years ago couldn’t help not murmur. 

Chapter 207 : True Invincibility (1) 

“The Calamity God is no longer in this world!” At this point, Qingxuan Yuanshan stared at Niu Fen and 

spoke with a deep tone: “Who are you!” After knowing the origin of Niu Fen, even a royal member of 

the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom like himself was shocked! 

If the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect’s Divine Beast Protector was still alive, then the Heavenly God Sect 

wasn’t anything worth mentioning! Just the Calamity God alone was enough to destroy all of the 

Heavenly God Sect! If the Calamity God was still alive, then even if the Heavenly God Sect was ten times 

braver, they still wouldn’t dare to attack the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect. Even though the Heavenly 

God Sect’s ancestor claimed to be invincible in this generation, he was not on the same level compared 

to the Calamity God! 

A person referred to as a True God — what kind of frightening and invincible existence was this!? When 

the Calamity God was still in this world, even the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom wouldn’t dare to 

provoke the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect! 

“Who am I?” In response to Qingxuan Yuanshan’s question, Niu Fen’s eyes were hanging at the end of 

his tentacles as he smiled and said: “I am nothing but my Young Noble’s mount! Just a little character, 

not enough to reach any apex!” 

Niu Fen’s words made other people become emotional. The Turtle Monarch also felt that this was 

unbelievable as he murmured: “This, this is impossible. That year, even Immortal Emperor Min Ren did 

not have a Heavenly Ancestral Snail as a mount! Legends has it that, with the blood of the True God, 

they are one of the most powerful existences in this world! They definitely will not become mounts for 

others!” 

Having said that, the old Turtle Monarch was shaken as his eyes — as big as beans — widened and 

stared at Li Qiye in disbelief. Having a Heavenly Ancestral Snail as a mount, this was a miracle. To have 

one willingly become a mount, how unfathomable was this!? 



“Hmph.” Qingxuan Yuanshan coldly snorted and said: “This is not the era of the Calamity God, what 

could one Heavenly Ancestral Snail do!? Come and meet your death!” 

Finished speaking, the Emperor’s Decree in his hand once again opened. 

Niu Fen initially wanted to rush out, but Li Qiye smilingly shook his head and stated: “You haven’t 

reached the Eighteenth Solution so you still can’t withstand Immortal Emperors’ intents, stand down.” 

Niu Fen, without saying another word, immediately retreated to the back of Li Qiye. 

At the same time, the Emperor’s Decree ignited into a flame and turned into ashes, leaving behind only 

the word “Deter”! 

In a flash, the whole word “Deter” turned into nothingness as all of its emperor’s power — without any 

reservation — poured out like a rolling divine spring. In this very second, a shadow appeared, 

encompassing the nine heavens and ten earths — a generation of invincibility since the ancient times. 

“Immortal Emperor’s intent....” 

All of Ancient Sky City shook in this instant as if there was an Immortal Emperor standing on top of the 

city, encompassing all beings in this heaven and earth. 

Suddenly, countless cultivators prostrated on the ground inside the city. An Immortal Emperor’s intent 

was not something they were able to resist! 

Facing this shadow of the Immortal Emperor’s intent, even the group of Li Shuangyan and Chen Baojiao 

sank their expressions. Supreme Elder Chi Yun’s legs were trembling and becoming weak, he was almost 

kneeling on the ground. 

“Boom!” At this time, this shadow’s hand rushed forward. It was as if the entire universe was within the 

palm of this hand. Enlightened Beings and Ancient Saints were smaller than even insects, they were not 

enough to reach the apex. 

“Scram!” Facing the approaching gigantic hand, Li Qiye slightly narrowed his eyes and coldly said. 

“Neighhh..” The bronze horses thunderously roared and pulled the chariot up to the sky as their hooves 

ruthlessly trampled on this shadow’s face! 

This scene shocked everyone. This was an Immortal Emperor’s intent; even if he was no longer in this 

world, his intent was still irresistible. Today, there was someone actually riding the horses to trample on 

the face of the Immortal Emperor’s intent — this was truly not putting this Immortal Emperor in his 

sights! 

“Bang!” The hand of the shadow blocked the kicks from the hooves of the horses and then closed, 

trapping Li Qiye and the Tetra-War Bronze Chariot inside. Along with the immortal intent, the emperor’s 

power — like the waterfall from the heavens — poured down with the intention of refining Li Qiye. 

“You don’t know your own strength, you’re courting your own death!” Seeing Li Qiye trapped in the 

giant hand, Qingxuan Yuanshan coldly sneered. 



“Scram!” Li Qiye didn’t even bat an eyelid as he exclaimed: “Qingxuan, you might do if you are still in 

this world, but just a group of intents still dare to block my chariot!?” 

The moment his words left his mouth, “Growlll–” A loud tiger’s roar resonated in the air as a White Tiger 

suddenly leaped out! 

The Tetra-War Bronze Chariot — a Coiling Dragon was carved on its right and a Divine Phoenix was 

carved on the left. In the front was a Qilin and the back was a White Tiger. At this time, the White Tiger 

rushed out from the chariot and its claw tore through the sky straight towards the giant hand. 

“Xshh–” A tearing sound echoed throughout the heaven and earth. An unimaginable scene happened as 

the White Tiger jumped into the sky and ripped through everything in its path. The sky and the Immortal 

Emperor’s intent could not stop the tearing of the White Tiger’s claw! 

“Pffufff...” The space-time fabric became unstable for a moment before the Immortal Emperor’s intent 

disappeared along with the White Tiger. Only Li Qiye alone stood on top of the Tetra-War Bronze 

Chariot up high in the horizon! 

At this second, everyone had the illusion that the bronze chariot belonged to the lord of the Nine 

Worlds. It would be greeted by the Immortal Emperors and avoided by the gods. At this time, the bronze 

chariot up in the horizon was an untouchable and supreme existence. 

“It’s only a wisp of Immortal Emperor Qingxuan’s intent, yet you still dare to block my chariot!” Standing 

on top of the bronze chariot, Li Qiye, being calm and collected, slowly looked at Qingxuan Yuanshan and 

said: “Take out your ancestor’s Immortal Emperor weapons!” 

These words sounded arrogant and crazy, but at this time, everyone was stunned. The unstoppable 

Immortal Emperor’s intent was torn apart by a White Tiger today. This was simply inconceivable! 

Of course, the world did not know that this Tetra-War Bronze Chariot was an unparalleled item. It 

followed Li Qiye across numerous battles, defeating the heavens above and punishing hell below. It 

fought against the gods and slayed Godkings (Virtuous Paragon). Even living Immortal Emperors still had 

to personally greet it whenever the Tetra-War Bronze Chariot appeared. 

Immortal Emperor Can Long and Immortal Emperor Xue Xi both personally paid their respects to the 

Tetra-War Bronze Chariot before! Even though Immortal Emperor Qingxuan was invincible, but with just 

the Immortal Emperor’s intent left behind by him, it could not stop the supreme carriage of Li Qiye! 

“The legend is true!” At this point, Qingxuan Yuanshan quickly took several steps back as his expression 

constantly changed. This bronze chariot had fallen into their hands before! That year, when they 

possessed this chariot, there was a legend that this chariot was comparable to an Immortal Emperor’s 

Life Treasure! Some rumors even stated that the profoundness and mysteries of this bronze chariot 

were right behind an Immortal Emperor’s True Treasure! 

The elders of the Ancient Kingdom had researched this bronze chariot but failed to see through its 

mysteries. Ultimately, they bestowed it to Qingxuan Yuanshan. At this moment, if these elders found 

out, they would be crazily regretting giving something equivalent to an Immortal Emperor’s Life 

Treasure, the once supreme treasure of the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect, to someone else! 



“Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom — what about it!” At this time, Li Qiye glanced at Qingxuan 

Yuanshan and emotionlessly spoke. 

“Kill!” Qingxuan Yuanshan was very decisive as he shouted. He immediately took out a divine saber and 

slashed straight forward towards Li Qiye’s head. He wanted to surprise and kill Li Qiye in a flash in order 

to take back the Tetra-War Bronze Chariot. 

“Boom!” The bronze horses jumped into the sky and stomped down with their hooves. The divine saber 

immediately got kicked flying away and the sneak-attacking Qingxuan Yuanshan couldn’t dodge in time. 

His chest was stomped by the hooves of the horses, resulting in him flying away while spewing out 

blood. 

“Seeking death! You want to sneak attack my Young Noble!” Niu Fen roared and turned into a giant snail 

to fly past like a rainbow. 

“Bang—bang–bang–” The wounded Qingxuan Yuanshan wanted to stop Niu Fen, but he was not able to. 

After waves and waves of pressure from Niu Fen, his blood crazily spurted out as his bones were broken. 

As the broken bone noises appeared, no one knew how many bones were completely crushed by this 

giant snail. 

Niu Fen’s giant hand then caught the mortally wounded and immobilized Qingxuan Yuanshan in his hand 

and retreated to Li Qiye’s side in a split second. 

Everything happened so quickly that it caused everyone’s eyes to be blurry. Someone as powerful as 

Qingxuan Yuanshan suddenly became a prisoner. This was such might! It created a total muddled mess 

of the situation. 

“Young Noble, what to do with him?” Niu Fen asked Li Qiye after catching Qingxuan Yuanshan. 

“Kill.” Li Qiye didn’t bother to glance at Qingxuan Yuanshan. In his eyes, the guy was no different than a 

dead person. 

“You dare...” Many Named Heroes and Royal Nobles from the Ancient Kingdom were both angry and 

frightened. They were afraid of attacking the rat for fear of breaking the vases. They wanted to charge 

fearlessly, but they didn’t dare to. 

“Of course I dare, he’s still not an Immortal Emperor. Kill!” Li Qiye smilingly said. 

“Boom!” In this very moment, there was an endless divine light that emanated from the Heavenly 

Grotto of the Ancient Kingdom. It illuminated the entire grotto and, in just a moment, it spread across all 

of Ancient Sky City. Everyone’s hearts jumped for they understood that a frightening existence had 

woken up at this very second. 

Inside the divine light within the Ancient Kingdom’s grotto was a floating ancient coffin. Drowned by the 

divine lights, all of the ancient chambers and sacred pavilions became transparent, revealing the ancient 

coffin swimming in the light. 

“Ancestor, save me...” Qingxuan Yuanshan was immediately ecstatic to see this ancient coffin. 

Seeing this ancient coffin, everyone was in horror. The group of Chi Yun was deathly pale. They knew 

that the ancient coffin buried a terrifying existence! 



“This, I’m afraid this might be one of the Nine Ancestors of the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom!” At 

this time, many royal lords and sect masters inside Ancient Sky City lost their minds. The legendary Nine 

Ancestors of the Ancient Kingdom were indeed frightful existences! 

“Let him go and hand over the Tetra-War Bronze Chariot, then commit suicide in front of the gate. Then, 

I might spare your Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect!” An ancient and coarse voice came from the ancient 

coffin. Even though this voice was decrepit, it carried an irrefutable authority! 

Momentarily, many grand characters didn’t even dare to breathe loudly. It didn’t matter that the person 

inside the coffin was near death, he was still extremely daunting. Such an existence could destroy the 

heaven and earth with one hand! 

“Only a dying old devil.” Li Qiye calmly looked at the ancient coffin and continued: “Kill Qingxuan 

Yuanshan, I also want to see if this devil will climb out from his coffin or not!” 

“Yes.” Niu Fen excitedly constricted his fist. A miserable “ahh” rang in the air with the sounds of broken 

bones heard by many people. 

Chapter 208 : True Invincibility (2) 

“Little Demon, accept your death!” Immediately enraged, the person inside the ancient coffin 

summoned a treasure. 

“Boom!” At this moment, the heaven and earth turned pale as the celestials plummeted. A myriad of 

dao were screaming as the heaven’s will retreated! A treasure flew out, causing numerous people to 

kneel on the ground. 

Thunders cracked down in the air, but Ancient Sky City’s countless universal laws protected the city with 

the lingering fear that this invincible treasure would create a crater in this area. 

“Immortal Emperor Life Treasure!” A pale person emphatically screamed. 

The moment this treasure appeared, endless rolling emperor’s power and immortal intent surged. Not 

only Ancient Sky City, but countless characters in the Grand Middle Territory felt this vast torrential 

power. 

“Who is using an Immortal Emperor Life Treasure!?” At this moment, countless eyes were looking 

towards Ancient Sky City’s direction! 

In the blink of an eye, the power of the Grand Dao in this world was sucked out as the essence of the 

heaven and earth all supported this Immortal Emperor’s Life Treasure! 

The Immortal Emperor Life Treasure was just like the arrival of an Immortal Emperor. It was not 

something that an Emperor’s Possession or an Emperor’s Decree could compare with! 

“It is over...” At this point, the group of Chi Yun turned so pale that they were as white as sheets of 

paper. They would definitely become annihilated once this Life Treasure struck down. Even Niu Fen’s 

expression greatly sank as he was in a daze. 

“Immortal Emperor Life Treasure.” At this moment, Li Qiye, standing on top of the Tetra-War Bronze 

Chariot, narrowed his eyes. 



“Bang!” A loud explosion directly pounded on Ancient Sky City. In this very second, Li Qiye did not take 

action, and neither did Niu Fen. Suddenly, in a corner of Ancient Sky City, there was a withered hand 

reaching out. This hand came from above, encompassing even the soaring Immortal Emperor Life 

Treasure. 

“Bang–bang–bang!” Countless clear sounds resounded as all of Ancient Sky City shook like it was the end 

of the world. Who knew how many people lost their minds from fear inside the city. 

As the hand slowly pushed down, both the Immortal Emperor Life Treasure and the ancient coffin were 

both completely suppressed. Inside the Heavenly Grotto of the Ancient Kingdom, ancient chambers and 

jade pavilions collapsed one after another as the earth itself was sinking. 

“Bang!” Finally, after a deafening explosion, everyone witnessed a shocking scene. The ancient coffin 

and the Immortal Emperor Life Treasure were pressed into the ground — below the mud — along with 

the collapsing buildings. In a flash, this large crater was completely buried. 

Everyone froze with their mouths wide open; they were unable to close them for a long time! 

“Noisy!” After burying the ancient coffin and the Immortal Emperor Life Treasure, the hand disappeared 

as a voice slowly descended from the sky! 

After hearing this voice, Li Shuangyan and Chen Baojiao were stunned as their minds quaked! It was 

because they had heard of this voice before... The old ghost! The voice of the old ghost from the small 

shop! 

Only they knew — at this time — that the old ghost was the one who took action! With just one action, 

he shocked everyone. With just one hand, he easily suppressed an Immortal Emperor Life Treasure 

underground. Even though he couldn’t destroy the Immortal Emperor Life Treasure, but to directly trap 

it underground, one could only imagine how terrifying this old ghost was. 

At this moment, they finally understood the old ghost’s disastrous power and why their young noble 

wanted the old ghost to owe him a favor! 

They then stared at their young noble, but Li Qiye was still calmly standing on top of the Tetra-War 

Bronze Chariot as if everything was within his expectations! 

The spectators, with their mouths open, still haven’t closed them for their souls have not yet returned! 

This was an Immortal Emperor Life Treasure ah, yet it was pressured by a person with just his bare hand. 

This, this was too illogical. 

After a while, the confused crowd finally came back and rubbed their eyes. After seeing the collapsed 

buildings of the Ancient Kingdom, they knew that this was not a dream! 

“Who...” It took a long time before people began to think about the question revolving in their minds. 

Enlightened Beings, Ancient Saints, and even the hidden undying old men who came into being didn’t 

dare to make a single noise. It was as if they were afraid of disturbing the unparalleled giant sleeping in 

Ancient Sky City! 

One hand dominating over an Immortal Emperor Life Treasure! One had to know that this Emperor’s 

weapon was unleashed by one of the Ancient Kingdom’s Nine Ancestors. This was an extremely 



terrifying blow. If it was unleashed on top of the Grand Middle Territory, it would be able to sink a 

massive amount of land! 

However, this Immortal Emperor Life Treasure attack that was capable of killing the gods and 

decapitating the devils was subdued into the ground by one hand, and the ancestor’s fate inside the 

coffin was unknown as well! 

At this moment, all great characters, sect masters, sacred lords, mortal kings... They all stopped 

breathing inside Ancient Sky City, not daring to make any loud noises out of fear of the unparalleled 

giant in the city! Just this one word “noisy” was as heavy as millions of jin! This word alone was enough 

to show the attitude of this sleeping giant. 

At this time, countless people were only glancing at each other and didn’t dare to discuss. 

This event might just be the most tranquil moment of Ancient Sky City within the last ten thousand 

years. One could even hear the sound of a needle dropping within this huge city. 

The Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom was extremely unlucky. Its Immortal Emperor Life Treasure 

woke up a sleeping unparalleled giant, so its treasure and ancestor were both pressed into the ground! 

“An Immortal Emperor Life Treasure does not mean invincibility. Even an Immortal Emperor True 

Treasure is not necessarily invincible.” In the end, Li Qiye, standing on top of the bronze chariot, lazily 

spoke. 

Li Qiye being the first to talk again finally relieved everyone. They began to breathe again while 

remaining extremely cautious. No matter who it was, they were all afraid of waking the sleeping giant. 

At this time, Li Qiye controlled the bronze chariot and slowly entered the Ancient Kingdom’s mansion. 

The group of Chi Yun also calmed down and quickly followed Li Qiye. 

The mansion inside the Ancient Kingdom’s Heavenly Grotto was much larger than it seemed from the 

outside. This was a naturally formed Heavenly Grotto. There were not only ancient chambers and 

heavenly pavilions everywhere, but there were also curving mountain ranges. 

There were still many Ancient Kingdom disciples, including Royal Nobles, Enlightened Beings, and even 

Ancient Saints, presiding inside! 

This was the power of a sect with two emperors. Compared to great sects and countries, it was hard for 

them to have Ancient Saints during the Difficult Dao Era, but the Ancient Kingdom was able to send 

Ancient Saints out to protect the field! 

Although there were powerful Enlightened Beings and Ancient Saints in the grotto, but at this time, they 

could only watch Li Qiye bring the others inside. Even Ancient Saints at the level of Grand Saint would 

not easily take action! 

The hand from earlier that suppressed their ancestor and Immortal Emperor Life Treasure had 

completely shattered their morale. Even the powerful Ancient Saints had dread and fear in their minds 

as they trembled and didn’t dare to make any loud noises, afraid of waking up the unparalleled giant 

one more time! 



Li Qiye entered this grotto as if he was taking a stroll in his own courtyard — completely relaxed and 

comfortable. 

At this juncture, the hatred of many Royal Nobles of the Ancient Kingdom towards Li Qiye permeated 

deep in their bones, but they didn’t dare to do anything! 

Eventually, an old man quickly welcomed Li Qiye as he bowed down while clasping his fists together and 

busily said: “This person must be Young Noble Li. This matter only began with a few people of the 

younger generation who didn’t know any better, this was why we have this kind of conflict.” 

“Younger generation not knowing any better?” From arrogance to respect, seeing the sudden change in 

the Ancient Kingdom’s attitude caused Li Qiye to burst out in laughter as he said: “Then the old man 

lying in that coffin is also a junior of your Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom?” 

Li Qiye’s words immediately changed this old man’s expression, but he managed to settle down his 

anger. Today, the situation was disadvantageous for their Ancient Kingdom. Their ancestor’s fate was 

still unknown after being pressed underground. At this second, even if they couldn’t endure this 

humiliation any longer, they still had to bite their teeth and swallow this animosity! 

“This time, my Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom has offended...” The old man was an experienced 

character and had witnessed countless waves and winds. In this key moment, he took a deep breath and 

bowed to say: “This time, my Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom is willing to pay for all of the damages. 

As long as Young Noble Li says the word, we will absolutely agree!” 

The old man truly was a character capable of accomplishing great tasks with his swift decisiveness. Even 

though this was hard to swallow, he still bit his teeth to accept that it was their fault. To them, at this 

time, nothing was more important than digging out their ancestor, so the old man had no other choice 

but to acquiesce! 

“Young Noble, even while killing, we should still spare someone a living path...” Seeing an original elder 

of the Ancient Kingdom accept their defeat, Chi Yun couldn’t help but gently speak. However, only half 

of the sentence came out; it was not his place to say more. In this situation, Li Qiye had the final say. 

Li Qiye glanced at Chi Yun without saying anything! 

Li Qiye understood that the Nine Saint Demon Gate did not want to wage war against the Azure 

Mysterious Ancient Kingdom. They had not yet appeased the War God Temple. Without its absolute 

support, the Nine Saint Demon Gate truly did not have the courage to wage war against the Ancient 

Kingdom! 

“Against my enemies, I had always behead all of them!” Li Qiye then stared at the Ancient Kingdom’s old 

man. 

Li Qiye’s declaration shocked the old man. Their Ancient Kingdom had never been afraid of trouble, but 

under the circumstances today, they couldn’t afford not to bend down unless they truly wanted to fight 

desperately till the end! However, it was still unknown whether their ancestor buried underground was 

dead or alive, and nothing was more important than taking him out! 

“However, since the Nine Saint Demon Gate — as the victim — is willing to let this matter go, it is not 

my place to say otherwise.” Li Qiye subtly glanced at Chi Yun. 



It could be said that Li Qiye was giving Chi Yun some face, as well as the Nine Saint Demon Gate. This 

was the outcome of Chi Yun and the gate truly supporting him! 

Chi Yun was not foolish, and he knew that Li Qiye was giving him some consideration, so he busily 

bowed his head. 

Chapter 209 : Wu Clan’s Descendant (1) 

“Young Noble Li, just name a price, my Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom will not hesitate!” At this 

moment, a second was worth many pieces of gold; the old man wished that Li Qiye would withdraw his 

troops so he decisively made this ridiculous offer to quell this matter. 

This turmoil was a great loss to their Ancient Kingdom; it was to the point of spurting blood and losing 

teeth. However, saving their ancestor was more important! 

Li Qiye lightly glanced at the man and said: “Your Ancient Kingdom thinks too highly of yourself. If I 

wanted to slaughter all of you, it will be my wish and even a mountain of gold would not be able to 

change my mind! Today, not slaughtering all of you is simply to give some face to the Nine Saint Demon 

Gate!” 

“Yes, yes...” Even though these words were offensive, the old man could only nod in agreement. 

“Hand Dao Child Shengtian over!” Finally, Li Qiye looked at him and added: “As for your compensation, 

talk to the Nine Saint Demon Gate!” Finished speaking, he turned around and left. 

Li Qiye was very excited for today’s battle, he wanted to absolutely annihilate the Ancient Kingdom’s 

Heavenly Grotto. However, since they didn’t kill everyone today, it was difficult for him to be happy! 

Nonetheless, he still gave Chi Yun and the Nine Saint Demon Gate some consideration. Since they did 

not want to wage war against the Ancient Kingdom, he satisfied Chi Yun’s wish! 

Respectfully escorting Li Qiye out of the mansion was not only the Ancient Kingdom’s old man, but also 

Chi Yun. The group of Li Shuangyan also left along with Li Qiye. 

From start to finish, Li Shuangyan did not give her opinion. She knew of her young noble’s intention to 

massacre, but he only stopped out of consideration for the Nine Saint Demon Gate today. 

Not long after they left, the one to blame for this storm — Dao Child Shengtian — was tied up by five 

immortal ropes and handed over by the Ancient Kingdom, leaving his fate in others’ hands! 

Outside of Dao Child Shengtian, there were also a few escaping protectors and sectional leaders of the 

Heavenly God Sect! All of them were tied up and brought to Li Qiye’s door. 

Seeing Li Qiye again, Dao Child Shengtian no longer had the glory of the past. His face was deathly pale 

for his fate was sealed. 

“Take him out and behead him tomorrow. Hang their skulls on the gate so the world will know that 

anyone who messes with me is courting their own death!” Li Qiye only spared a single glance, then he 

waved his sleeve before commanding. 

“Li Qiye, you, do you dare to truly fight me with your own skill or not!?” As he was being pushed out, 

Dao Child Shengtian was not willing and he coldly called out. 



The Li Qiye who was initially leaving stopped and stared at Dao Child Shengtian, then he smilingly 

replied: “Dao Child Shengtian, do you really think you are something great? A genius? How many coins 

are you worth? Don’t show that arrogant face in front of me! You’re only a loser to my maid, do you 

think you are worthy of me personally killing you? Take him out and decapitate him!” Finished speaking, 

Li Qiye turned around and left. 

“Surname Li, even if I become a ghost, I will not let you go!” Dao Child Shengtian struggled to rush 

forward while coldly shouting, but he was stopped by the protectors of the Nine Saint Demon Gate. 

“With just you? Even if you become a ghost, you will still only be a cockroach beneath my feet! I would 

even kill true Ghost Immortals; a little ghost like you should wake up already.” Li Qiye’s voice rang from 

inside of the door. 

“No...” Dao Child Shengtian snarled with all of his grievances, but it could not change his pitiful destiny! 

Once the night’s curtain lowered, there were many pieces of news traveling inside Ancient Sky City. 

Countless great characters of the big powers held a secret meeting to discuss the matters. 

This matter — of course — was about the unparalleled giant sleeping inside Ancient Sky City! This truly 

shocked everyone in the world. 

After the battle between the Black Dragon King and Immortal Emperor Ta Kong where the Heaven’s Will 

was torn apart, signaling the entry to the Difficult Dao Era, Heavenly Sovereigns were already rare. As 

for the more powerful Heavenly Kings and Virtuous Paragons, they were completely in seclusion to 

pause their blood lifespan in order to avoid this arduous era! 

As for the unparalleled giants comparable to the gods, they were only legends. Today, when someone 

suddenly suppressed the Immortal Emperor’s Life Treasure along with the ancestor of the Ancient 

Kingdom, this meant that there was an extremely terrifying existence sleeping inside the city. 

All kinds of legends regarding Ancient Sky City began to clamor overnight, as well as strange tales. 

“Legends has it that Ancient Sky City was not built during the Desolate Era and absolutely not the 

Desolace Expansion Era. It was most likely built during the mythical Legendary Era.” An extremely old 

cultivator who grew up in Ancient Sky City stated. 

This living fossil continued on: “According to the legends, the Ancient Sky City and the Heavenly Ancient 

Burial Ground are closely related. During the Legendary Era, the Heavenly Ancient Burial Ground was an 

imperial burial ground for True Gods after death, and the Ancient Sky City was a divine city in the nine 

firmaments. After the era of the True Gods collapsed, the divine city fell to the earth and it became the 

Ancient Sky City ever since!” 

“I have heard of such a legend before when I was a kid.” In Ancient Sky City, the living fossils who grew 

up in this vicinity all gathered together and secretly discussed this rumor: “There is another old legend 

that believes the True Gods are still alive. However, they are hiding in this world. Maybe, there is a 

sleeping True God in Ancient Sky City!” 

Thinking about the big hand, many people glanced at each other. To be able to suppress an Immortal 

Emperor’s Life Treasure underground, it was probably the mythical gods — a once supreme True God! 



“Ancient Sky City has withstood countless battles and gained countless visits from Immortal Emperors. It 

can remain standing till now as the oldest city in the Grand Middle Territory — this is not without 

reasons. I’m afraid that there really is a sleeping True God or an unparalleled giant from the legends!” 

Many sect masters and royal lords were also secretly discussing this matter. 

Everyone in the city knew about this gigantic hand and the sleeping monster. However, what piqued 

their curiosity was the origin of this giant, whether he was a mythical True God or a paramount being 

from another era. 

There were some sects and royal clans that were discretely searching for this giant’s origin, but they 

didn’t dare to be too boisterous out of fear of upsetting this supreme giant. That would absolutely be a 

sect-destroying disaster! 

“Even though the Difficult Dao Era wasted 30,000 years of time for cultivators, but in the current era, 

the strongest beings aren’t Ancient Saints and definitely not Heavenly Sovereigns. Even Heavenly Kings 

wouldn’t dare claim to be invincible!” An Ancient Saint from the last generation finally lamented. 

There was one undying old man who pondered for a moment before finally bemoaning: “The Difficult 

Dao Era really did suppress all of us; even Heavenly Sovereign’s had to live in seclusion. However, this 

didn’t mean that there weren’t powerful enemies in this world. Today, it is still full of hidden dragons 

and crouching tigers. Even if a Virtuous Paragon came into being, would he dare claim to be invincible?” 

Above Royal Nobles were Enlightened Beings, Ancient Saints, Heavenly Sovereigns, Heavenly Kings, and 

finally Virtuous Paragons! Who in this world would know how many Heavenly Kings and Virtuous 

Paragons were halting their blood span? In just one night, countless people secretly discussed this 

matter, but in the end, it was all for naught. No one actually knew about the origin of this sleeping giant. 

As for Li Shuangyan and Chen Baojiao, the ones who knew that it was the old ghost, they were very 

curious about his origin, but they couldn’t ask about it since Li Qiye didn’t say much. 

No matter where the sleeping giant came from, he had become a lingering shadow inside everyone’s 

hearts. Even a few Immortal Emperor lineages carrying Immortal Emperor Life Treasures and even True 

Treasures didn’t dare to take any action. The ancestor of the Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom was the 

perfect example of what happens when waking up this sleeping giant! 

Meanwhile, during the night, another piece of news quietly spread. The Azure Mysterious Ancient 

Kingdom withdrew during the night. Even though they were very secretive and kept a low profile during 

this retreat, people still found out. 

Some people saw many Royal Nobles, Named Heroes, and even Enlightened Beings along with Ancient 

Saints guarding an ancient coffin as they covertly left Ancient Sky City. Many disciples also left the 

Heavenly Grotto in the inner city, only leaving behind a few as guards. 

Seeing a monster like the Ancient Kingdom having to secretly withdraw from the city — this truly 

stunned other people! This was a heritage with two emperors ah! They had terrifying hidden strength. 

But today, it was still forced to leave the city, leaving everyone aghast. 



“Facing an unparalleled giant, even the Ancient Kingdom can’t do anything but acquiesce. Unless they 

have a hibernating divine ancestor coming into being, they have no other choice. Any heritage would 

have to retreat in the face of such a monster.” A few undying old men softly sighed. 

Yielding in this manner was far from shame because any sect in this situation would be forced to retreat 

for they could not afford to become enemies with such an existence! 

Some people were secretly ecstatic seeing the Ancient Kingdom’s restraint. Countless sects had suffered 

in the hands of the Ancient Kingdom. However, even though they were happy, they did not dare to 

show it. In the end, this was merely a setback; they were still a standing behemoth, and no one dared to 

create enmity against them! 

There were also many people who cared about whether the ancestor inside the coffin was dead or alive 

as they spied for this news. Nothing was impossible for a willing heart, and finally, there was a grand 

character who found out that the Ancient Kingdom’s ancestor was still alive! 

This information amazed many great characters. An Immortal Emperor Life Treasure, in the end, was still 

an Immortal Emperor Life Treasure. It still managed to protect the ancestor inside the coffin. If it was 

someone else (even a Virtuous Paragon), from the power of that hand, they still would have been 

rendered into nothingness without the Life Treasure’s protection! 

Chapter 210 : Wu Clan’s Descendant (2) 

Although the Ancient Kingdom’s ancestor was still alive, his situation was not optimistic. A secret piece 

of news stated that the Ancient Kingdom had secretly brought him into the Heavenly Ancient Corpse 

Burial Ground to let him embark on an Underworld Boat as soon as possible! 

On the second day, another matter stirred the entire city. Dao Child Shengtian and a group of 

protectors, along with sectional leaders, of the Heavenly God Sect were decapitated. Their heads were 

hung outside of Ancient Sky City’s gate. 

Many people drew a deep breath after seeing these skulls hanging outside. To cultivators, matters of life 

and death were common. Which cultivator hadn’t seen and grew up through countless bloody battles? 

However, this type of demonstration and declaration of war via head hanging was not common. This 

was a clear attack against the Heavenly God Sect! 

“This little demon named Li is domineering enough!” Seeing the hanging heads, even Enlightened Beings 

and Ancients Saints could only lamentingly sigh. They couldn’t remain unconvinced any longer at the 

young demon who dared to hang the skull of the Heavenly God Sect’s descendant at the gate. 

At this time, many people who were antagonistic towards Li Qiye could only be impressed. This little 

demon was too bold and arrogant. He even dared to go to war against the Azure Mysterious Ancient 

Kingdom, so declaring war against the Heavenly God Sect was not such a big deal. 

Looking at Dao Child Shengtian’s skull that was hanging at the gate, many princes and descendants from 

the big powers felt chills emanating from their backs. Dao Child Shengtian was a renowned genius in the 

Grand Middle Territory and very few from the younger generation could rival him, yet this was his fate 

today! If this trend continued, then it might be them next. 



Even the group of Young King Nantian and Jewel Pillar Saint Child were speechless for a long time. Young 

King Nantian, who had threatened to slay Li Qiye, had a cold and submerged expression right now! 

As for Li Qiye, the one who started this whole matter, he was inside the Ancient Street at this time. 

Today, he also only brought along Li Shuangyan and Chen Baojiao to the Ancient Street. Last time when 

he brought these two beauties along, countless young prodigies and geniuses did not like Li Qiye, and 

they even wanted to provoke him. 

But today, these young prodigies all felt cold in their hearts when they saw Li Qiye. Who still dared to 

provoke this little evil demon that dared to attack even the Ancient Kingdom? This person truly was a 

maniac. Anyone who messed with such a maniac would suffer a great misfortune. 

So today, as they strolled through the Ancient Street, no one dared to point their fingers at them! 

They went to the medicinal stall of Old Alchemist Su Xiu. The old alchemist was still selling his medicines 

on the ancient street, and Wu Binglan — as the Wu’s descendant — was also in front of the store, 

preparing dan grass and spirit medicines for sale. 

“Ah, three esteemed guests are back to see my small shop again? Please come in, please come in.” 

Seeing a big spender like Li Qiye, the old alchemist’s eyes became bright and immediately channeled all 

of his enthusiasm to greet Li Qiye. 

“No, I am here to find your disciple.” Li Qiye looked at Old Alchemist Su Xiu and shook his head. 

“Haha, Young Noble Li, you can just talk to this old man about anything instead.” When his disciple was 

mentioned, Old Alchemist Su Xiu immediately became wary. At this moment, Li Qiye was famous in 

Ancient Sky City with a fierce reputation. Old Alchemist Su Xiu also didn’t want to mess with this little 

devil! 

At this time, his disciple, Wu Binglan, also raised her head with her pressing spirit energy filled gaze as if 

it encompassed all of the spirit energy in this world. Even Li Qiye was moved when he saw these eyes. 

Li Qiye ignored the old alchemist and spoke while looking at Wu Binglan: “Is your Wu Clan’s ancestral 

hall still there?” 

The old man shivered at Li Qiye’s question. Although the Su Xiu Clan and the Wu Clan used to be 

enemies, they became in-laws later on. At the moment, both clans were in decline, especially the Wu 

Clan that had completely collapsed. However, as a senior, Old Alchemist Su Xiu still took care of the Wu 

Clan. 

The Su Xiu Clan knew more about the Wu Clan than outsiders, so how could he not be alarmed when Li 

Qiye brought up the Wu Clan’s ancestral hall? 

Wu Binglan stared at Li Qiye for a while before she finally nodded her head gently. 

“After you go back, open your ancestral hall and remove your Progenitor’s position. Then, place this 

there instead.” Li Qiye handed the Emperor’s tiled seat over to Wu Binglan. 



“Tun Ri’s emperor seat!” After seeing this item, Old Alchemist Su Xiu immediately quivered. He 

immediately covered his mouth and looked around to find that there was no one around. Only then did 

he feel relieved. 

Despite this, his eyes couldn’t help but widen while looking at Tun Ri’s emperor seat. He was feeling very 

shocked. 

As for Wu Binglan, she was even more amazed. She couldn’t believe her eyes as she was staring at the 

emperor’s seat before her. As a member of the Wu Clan, she had heard about the emperor’s seat 

before, but it had become a legend. For millions of years, no one from the Wu Clan had seen this 

emperor’s seat. 

“This, this can’t be!” After regaining his soul, Old Alchemist Su Xiu gaspingly exclaimed. 

Wu Binglan didn’t dare to believe this. She looked at Li Qiye for a long time, then she quietly spoke: 

“This, isn’t this yours?” 

Li Qiye had already bought the heirloom tile of their Wu Clan so at this moment when Li Qiye was not 

only returning the tile to her, but also the emperor’s seat... This was an Immortal Emperor’s Possession! 

No matter who it was, they would not dare to believe such a thing! 

“I formed a good karmic relationship with your Progenitor. I promised your ancestor to return a good 

fortune back to his descendants. Now, this emperor’s tiled seat will return to your Wu Clan.” Li Qiye 

gave the emperor’s seat back to Wu Binglan. 

Wu Binglan, in this moment, was stunned right where she was standing and couldn’t reply. This matter 

was both unimaginable and incredible. 

“You, you went to the Earth Immortal’s dragon den from the legends! You, you met the War God!” Old 

Alchemist Su Xiu jolted as his eyes — each as big as a green bean — glared! He had heard about the Wu 

Clan’s Progenitor being buried in the Heavenly Ancient Corpse Burial Ground. After hearing Li Qiye’s 

words, how could he not be shaken? To be able to return alive after entering a dragon den, this was 

such an astonishing matter. To meet an Earth Immortal and return unscathed, this was a miracle! 

Li Qiye didn’t answer his question; instead, he leisurely spoke: “Since I formed a good relationship with 

the Wu Clan, you need to take good care of her. Otherwise, you better be careful of me destroying your 

Su Xiu Clan in one go!” 

“My foster father is a good man. He was almost exiled from the Su Xiu Clan for saving us.” Wu Binglan 

spoke in a low voice on the side. 

As for Old Alchemist Su Xiu, he wryly smiled: “The girl’s father and I used to be sworn brothers. Before 

her father died, I promised to take care of them. You don’t need to remind me about this matter, I will 

do it.” 

Finally, Li Qiye left along with Li Shuangyan and Chen Baojiao without saying anything. 

After he left, the Old Alchemist told Wu Binglan: “We need to return, this matter cannot wait. Maybe we 

can even cure your strange disease!” 



Wu Binglan helped pack up in silence. She had lost all hope before. In order to cure her, her foster father 

had spent all of his wealth and even used too many spirit medicines along with immortal grass from the 

clan. This was why he was almost kicked out! 

After Li Qiye returned from the Ancient Street, Chi Yun immediately looked for him and whispered in a 

serious manner: “The War God Temple’s people came with the coffin. They want to meet Young Noble.” 

“Did Demon King Lun Ri come?” Li Qiye didn’t think much of the news. He had forgotten that it was 

almost time for the Underworld River and Underworld Boats to appear. 

“Demon King Lun Ri went to the War God Temple as assurance.” Chi Yun bitterly smiled once and 

replied. 

After hearing this news, Li Qiye dismissively said: “So many years has passed, yet the old men from the 

War God Temple are still adhering to old ideals. With regards to opening the sect to new ideas in high 

spirits, the War God Temple completely loses to the Heavenly Dao Academy. If these old men continue 

like this, sooner or later, the Heavenly Dao Academy will completely surpass them.” 

Chi Yun was so startled by Li Qiye words, he quickly begged and said: “My little ancestor, please say 

fewer words. What if they change their minds and we can’t do this deal anymore.” 

Although he was a Supreme Elder of the Nine Saint Demon Gate, he still didn’t dare to criticize the War 

God Temple! 

“It is only a deal.” Li Qiye didn’t care and continued on: “I can’t even count how many people want me 

to pick an Underworld Boat for them, let alone just the War God Temple.” 

Chi Yun had to close his mouth. He couldn’t say anything else because, if he did, who knew what other 

things this little ancestor would do. He couldn’t help but to bitterly smile. Anyone would have a 

headache meeting such a little ancestor. 

Finally, Chi Yun brought Li Qiye into a secret chamber. Inside the chamber was a seated old man. With a 

cloak covering his entire head, he was dressed in all black so people could not see his true appearance! 

“Young Noble Li, this is Elder Jiang.” After entering the chamber, Chi Yun introduced Li Qiye. 

And this man revealed an unfathomable gaze, staring at Li Qiye, while Li Qiye simply gave a glimpse 

towards this mysterious old man. 

“I have heard of your tales. This time, we are only here for the Underworld Boat, not to cause 

commotions or complications. I hope you understand this!” The old man opened with a heavy tone. 

Li Qiye looked at him with one eye and said: “I am simply doing business with you, not selling myself to 

your War God Temple. I am free and will do whatever I want. Even if I bathe this world in blood and kill 

all of my enemies, this is still my matter and is none of your War God Temple’s concern. The only thing 

that you should worry about is whether I am selecting the right boat or not. Anything else — these will 

be my own matters!” Li Qiye saying such words immediately caused cold sweat to run all over Chi Yun, 

who was standing next to him. 

 


